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Part 1. Introduction and Synopsis

1. Sequences of integers and their combinatorial interpretations

We discuss sequences a(n) of natural numbers or integers which arise in com-
binatorics. In some cases such sequences satisfy linear recurrence relations with
constant or polynomial coefficients. In this paper we discuss sufficient structural
conditions on a(n) which imply the existence of various linear recurrence relations.

The traditional approach for studying such sequences consists of interpreting
a(n) as the coefficients of a generating function g(x) =

∑
n a(n)x

n, and of using
analytic methods, to derive properties of a(n), cf. [38]. Another general framework
of species of structures for combinatorial interpretations of counting functions is
described in [9, 10]. Lack of space does not allow us to use this formalism in this
paper. There is also a substantial theory of how to algorithmically verify and prove
identities among the terms of a(n), see [64].

We are interested in the case where the sequence a(n) admits a combinatorial
or a logical interpretation, i.e., a(n) counts the number of relations or functions
over the set [n] = {1, . . . , n} which have a certain property, possibly definable in
some logical formalism (with or without its natural order). To make this precise,
we assume the reader is familiar with the basics of Logic and Finite Model Theory,
cf. [30, 56] and also [46]. We shall mostly deal with the logics SOL, Second
Order Logic, andMSOL, Monadic Second Order Logic. Occasionally, we formulate
statements in the language of automata theory and regular languages and use freely
the Büchi-Elgot-Trakhtenbrot Theorem, which states that a language is regular iff
it is definable in MSOL when we view its words of length n as ordered structures
over a set of n elements equipped with unary predicates, cf. [30]. More details on
the logical tools used will be given wherever needed.

We define a general notion of combinatorial interpretations for finite ordered
relational structures.

Definition 1.1 (Combinatorial interpretation). A combinatorial interpreta-
tion K of a(n) is given by

(i) a class K of finite structures over a vocabulary
τ = {R1, . . . Rr} = {R} or τord = {<nat, R}
where the universe of a structure of size n in K is [n] = {1, . . . , n}, and
the relation symbol <nat is interpreted as the natural order on [n].

(ii) The counting function dK(n),

dK(n) =
∣∣{R on [n] : 〈[n], <nat, R〉 ∈ K}

∣∣

which counts the number of relations1, is such that dK(n) = a(n).
(iii) A combinatorial interpretation K is a pure combinatorial interpretation

of a(n) if K is closed under τ -isomorphisms. In particular, if K does not
depend on the natural order <nat on [n], but only on τ .

Our counting functions count labeled structures. In the example of counting
linear orders we have n! linear orders on [n] in the labeled case, whereas only one
linear order in the unlabeled case. In this article we do not deal with the unlabeled
case.

1In enumerative combinatorics there are various terminologies. If the counting function is

monotone, it is called speed in [5].
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The way we defined combinatorial interpretations does not require uniformity.
In the ordered case K could be patched together arbitrarily, in the pure case we
only have to require that it is closed under isomorphisms. Uniformity can be for-
mulated in terms of some device (a Turing machine, a logical formula) or closure
conditions (closed under substructures, products, disjoint unions). In this article
we are mostly concerned with classes defined by logical formulas. Intuitively speak-
ing, a combinatorial interpretation K of a(n) is a logical interpretation of a(n) if K
is definable by a formula in some logic formalism, say full Second Order Logic.

Definition 1.2 (Logical interpretation and Specker sequences).

(i) A combinatorial interpretation K of a(n) is an SOL-interpretation (MSOL-
interpretation) of a(n), if K is definable in SOL(τord) (MSOL(τord)).

(ii) Pure SOL-interpretations ( MSOL-interpretation) of a(n) are defined
analogously.

(iii) We call a sequence a(n) which has a logical interpretation in some frag-
ment L of SOL an L-Specker sequence, or just a Specker sequence if the
fragment is SOL2.

Remark 1.1. In the sequel of this article we will encounter sequences a(n)

which are the normalized difference a1(n)−a2(n)
f(n) of two sequences a1(n), a2(n), which

both have a logical interpretation, and f(n) is a normalizing function depending on
a(n). As this is not a logical interpretation of a(n) we speak here of a logical
characterization of a(n).

The following two propositions are straightforward.

Proposition 1.1.

(i) If a(n) has a combinatorial interpretation then for all n ∈ N we have
a(n) ≥ 0.

(ii) If a(n) has a combinatorial interpretation then for all n ∈ N we have

a(n) ≤ 2n
d(τ)

, where d(τ) is a constant depending on the vocabulary τ .
(iii) There are uncountably many sequences a(n) which have a combinatorial

interpretation.

Proof. We only prove (iii). Let K0 be the class of structures with one unary
predicate, where the structures have the form 〈[n], ∅〉. Let K1 be the class of
structures with one unary predicate, where the structures have the form 〈[n], P 〉,
with no restriction on P . We have dK0

(n) = 1 and dK1
(n) = 2n. Now let A ⊆ N

and define
KA = {〈[n], ∅〉 : n ∈ A} ∪ {〈[n], P 〉 : n 6∈ A}

Clearly, for each A ⊆ N, the class KA gives a pure combinatorial interpretation for
the sequence

dKA
(n) =

{
1 n ∈ A

2n n 6∈ A

�

Proposition 1.2.

(i) There are only countably many Specker sequences.

2 E. Specker was to the best of our knowledge the first to introduce MSOL-definability as a

tool in analyzing combinatorial interpretations of sequences of non-negative integers.
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(ii) Every Specker sequence a(n) is computable, and in fact it is in the count-
ing class ♯ · PH, [49], where PH is the polynomial hierarchy and the
input n is measured in unary presentation. Hence a(n) is computable in
exponential time, and using polynomial space.

(iii) The set of Specker sequences is closed under the point-wise operations
of addition and multiplication. The same holds for MSOL-Specker se-
quences.

We shall discuss examples of sequences a(n) which have a combinatorial inter-
pretation in great detail in Part 2. Among them we find the counting functions for
trees, graphs, planar graphs, binomial coefficients, factorials, and many more. The
reader may want to consult the The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences
(OEIS) [1] which contains close to 200 000 integer sequences studied in the litera-
ture. The non-monotonic sequence a(n) beginning with

1, 1, 1, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 7, 9, 11, 10, 13, 13, 13, 14,

17, 16, 19, 18, 19, 21, 23, 22, 25, 25, 25, 26, 29,

28, 31, 30, 31, 33, 35, 34, 37, 37, 37, 38, 41,(A085801)

23, 22, 25, 25, 25, 26, 29, 28, 31, 30, 31, 33,

35, 34, 37, 37, 37, 38, 41, 40, 43, 42, 43, 45, 47,

46, 49, 49, 49, 50, 53, 52, 55, 54, 55, 57, 59, 58, . . .

appears there as Sequence A085801 which has an ordered combinatorial interpreta-
tion as the maximum number of nonattacking queens on an (n× n) toroidal board.
A more theoretical source is the erudite monograph [32].

To the best of our knowledge no systematic study of sequences a(n) which have
a combinatorial interpretation has been undertaken so far. Notable exceptions are
the cases where K is a graph property which is hereditary (closed under induced
subgraphs) or monotone (closed under subgraphs), cf. [72, 5, 6, 4].

Problem 1.

(i) Characterize the sequences of integers which have (pure) combinatorial
interpretations under various restrictions imposed on K. What are the
additional restrictions on the counting function besides those listed in
Proposition 1.1?

(ii) Characterize the L-Specker sequences for various sublogics of SOL.

In this paper we investigate sufficient conditions for Specker sequences to satisfy
linear recurrence relations. We also study the converse question: For a given class
of linear recurrence relations REC, can we find a family of logical interpretations I
such that every sequence in REC has a logical interpretation in I?

2. Linear recurrences

We are in particular interested in linear recurrence relations which may hold
over Z or Zm.

Definition 2.1 (Recurrence relations). Given a sequence a(n) of integers we
say a(n) is
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(i) C-finite or rational if there is a fixed q ∈ N\{0} for which a(n) satisfies
for all n > q

a(n+ q) =

q−1∑

i=0

pia(n+ i)

where each pi ∈ Z.
(ii) P-recursive or holonomic if there is a fixed q ∈ N\{0} for which a(n)

satisfies for all n > q

pq(n) · a(n+ q) =

q−1∑

i=0

pi(n)a(n+ i)

where each pi is a polynomial in Z[X] and pq(n) 6= 0 for any n. We call
it Simply-P-recursive or SP-recursive, if additionally pq(n) = 1 for every
n ∈ Z.

(iii) hypergeometric if a(n) satisfies for all n > 2

p1(n) · a(n+ 1) = p0(n)a(n)

where each pi is a polynomial in Z[X] and p1(n) 6= 0 for any n. In other
words, a(n) is P-recursive with q = 1.

(iv) MC-finite (modularly C-finite), if for every m ∈ N\{0},m > 0 there is
q(m) ∈ N\{0} for which a(n) satisfies for all n > q(m)

a(n+ q(m)) =

q(m)−1∑

i=0

pi(m)a(n+ i) mod m

where q(m) and pi(m) depend only on m, and pi(m) ∈ Z. Equivalently,
a(n) is MC-finite, if for all m ∈ N the sequence a(n) (mod m) is ulti-
mately periodic.

(v) trivially MC-finite, if for each m ∈ N and large enough n, f(n) ≡ 0
(mod m).

The terminology C-finite and holonomic are due to [83]. P-recursive is due to
[76]. P-recursive sequences were already studied in [12, 13].

The following are well known, see [38, 32].

Lemma 2.1.

(i) Let a(n) be C-finite. Then there is a constant c ∈ Z such that a(n) ≤ 2cn.
(ii) Furthermore, for every holonomic sequence a(n) there is a constant γ ∈ N

such that | a(n) |≤ n!γ for all n ≥ 2.
(iii) The sets of C-finite, MC-finite, SP-recursive and P-recursive sequences

are closed under addition, subtraction and point-wise multiplication.

In general, the bound on the growth rate of holonomic sequences is best possi-
ble, since a(n) = n!m is easily seen to be holonomic for any integer m, [41].

Proposition 2.2. Let a(n) be a function a : N → Z.

(i) If a(n) is C-finite then a(n) is SP-recursive.
(ii) If a(n) is SP-recursive then a(n) is P-recursive.
(iii) If a(n) is SP-recursive then a(n) is MC-finite.
(iv) If a(n) is hypergeometric then a(n) is P-recursive.
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Moreover, the converses of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) do not hold, and no implication
holds between MC-finite and P-recursive.

Proof. The implications follow from the definitions.
n! is SP-recursive, but not C-finite, as, by Lemma 2.1 it grows too fast.
1
2

(
2n
n

)
is P-recursive but not MC-finite, see the discussion in Example 7.4.

The Bell numbers B(n) are MC-finite, but not P-recursive, hence not SP-recursive;
see the examples in Example 7.5.
The derangement numbers D(n) in Example 7.3 are SP-recursive but not hyper-
geometric, cf. [64]. To see that no implication holds between MC-finite and P-
recursive, note that nn is MC-finite, but not P-recursive. Furthermore, 1

2

(
2n
n

)
is

P-recursive, but not MC-finite; see the Examples 7.4 and 7.2. �

Remarks 2.1. There are sequences with pure combinatorial interpretations
which are neither MC-finite nor P-recursive. As an example, take the sequence
1
2

(
2n
n

)
+ 2n2n. It counts the number of binary relations R ⊆ [2n]2 such that R is

either the edge relation of a graph which consists of two cliques of equal size, or R
is a function R : [2n] → [2n].

Proposition 2.3.

(i) There are only countably many P-recursive sequences a(n).
(ii) There are continuum many MC-finite sequences.

Furthermore, let a(n) be an MC-finite sequence such that a(n) = 0
(mod m) for all m and n ≥ q(m), and a(n) is nonzero for all large
enough n. For A ⊆ N, let

aA(n) =

{
a(n) n ∈ A

2 · a(n) n 6∈ A

Then aA(n) = 0 (mod m) for all m and n ≥ q(m).

3. Logical formalisms

3.1. Fragments of SOL. Let R be a finite set of relation symbols. First
Order Logic (FOL) over R has the atomic formulas “Ri(x1, . . . , xρ(i))” and “x1 =

x2” where x1, x2, . . . are any individual variables. The set of formulas FOL(R)
denotes all formulas composed from the atomic ones using boolean connectives,
and quantifications of individual variables “∃x” and “∀x”.

Second Order Logic formulas SOL(R) are obtained by allowing also relation
variables Vi,ρ(i), where ρ(i) is the arity of Vi,ρ(i), and atomic formulas of the type
“Vi,ρ(i)(x1, . . . xρ(i))”

Monadic Second Order Logic formulas MSOL(R) are obtained by allowing as
relation variables only set variables (unary predicates) Ui, atomic formulas of the
type “Ui(xj)” (also expressible as “xj ∈ Ui”), and quantifications of the form ∃U
and ∀U .

Counting Monadic Second Order Logic formulas CMSOL(R) are obtained
by allowing additional quantifiers for individual variables; for every m,n ∈ N we
allow for the quantification “Cm,nx” – if φ(x) is a CMSOL(R)-formula then so is
Cm,nxφ(x).

The satisfaction relation between an R-structure A and an SOL-formula φ is
defined as usual (for example, if there exists A′ ⊂ A such that A satisfies φ(A′),
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then A satisfies ∃Uφ(U)), and is denoted by A |= φ. For CMSOL, we define
A |= Cm,nxφ(x) to hold if the number of elements a ∈ A for which A |= φ(a) is
equivalent to n modulo m.

A class ofR-structures C is is called FOL(R)-definable if there exists an FOL(R)
formula φ with no free (non-quantified) variables such that A ∈ C if and only if A |=
φ for every A. We similarly define MSOL(R)-definable classes and CMSOL(R)-
definable classes.

We use A,B, . . . for relation structures, but G,H for graphs, in particular Kn

for complete graphs of n vertices, Kn,m for complete bipartite graphs on n + m
vertices, Cn for cycles on n vertices, etc. Classes of structures and graphs are
denoted by C,G,K and the like.

3.2. Proving non-definability. For the purpose of this article we just list a
few useful facts and examples of classes of graphs definable and/or not definable in
CMSOL and its sublogics.

First we note that for words, i.e., ordered structures with unary predicates only
(besides the order relation), MSOL and CMSOL have the same expressive power.
For graphs G = (V,E), represented as structures with one binary edge relation E
and a universe V of vertices, this is not the case.

Typical examples of classes of graphs not definable in CMSOL can therefore
be obtained using reductions to non-regular languages. For example the language
anbn over the alphabet {a, b} is well known not to be regular, and therefore neither
MSOL-definable nor CMSOL-definable. The class of complete bipartite graphs
Km,n with a linear ordering is first order bi-reducible to the language ambn. Km,n

has a Hamiltonian cycle iff m = n, and therefore Hamiltonian graphs, even with a
linear order, are not CMSOL-definable. The class EQ2CLIQUE of graphs consist-
ing of two equal-sized cliques is also not CMSOL-definable, even in the presence
of a linear order, because it consists of the complement graphs of Kn,n. Using the
same method, one can construct other examples.

A typical example of a graph class which is notMSOL-definable, butCMSOL-
definable, is the class of Eulerian graphs. A clique Kn is Eulerian iff n is odd. But
the cliques of odd size are not MSOL-definable. An undirected graph G has an
Eulerian cycle iff G is connected and every vertex has even degree. So graphs with
Eulerian cycles are CMSOL-definable.

In contrast to this, the class of graphs where every induced cycle has an even
size is MSOL-definable. To see this, one notes that an induced cycle is even iff it
is bipartite.

4. Finiteness conditions

In order to prove modular linear recurrences (MC-finiteness) for a sequence a(n)
with an MSOL-interpretation K one proves first that K satisfies a certain finiteness
condition derived using Ehrenfeucht-Fräıssé Games for MSOL. But often a weaker
finiteness condition suffices to get the desired recurrence relation. We now discuss
these finiteness conditions. They are all of the following form.

Let K be a class of τ -structures and let ⊗ be a binary operation on all τ -
structures. We associate with K and ⊗ an equivalence relation ∼⊗

K on τ -structures:

A1 ∼⊗
K A2 iff for all τ -structures B we have that A1 ⊗ B ∈ K iff A2 ⊗ B ∈ K.

Instead of A1 ∼⊗
K A2 we also say that A1 is (⊗,K)-equivalent to A2.
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Our finiteness conditions require that the number of ⊗(K)-equivalence classes
is finite. We call the number of ⊗(K)-equivalence classes the ⊗-index of K and
denote it by ⊗(K).

There are three operations ⊗ which are of interest:

(i) The disjoint union of τ -structures, denoted by ⊔. In this case we speak
of (⊔,K)-equivalence, and of the DU -index of K, denote by DU(K).

(ii) The ordered sum of τord-structures, denoted by ⊔ord. In this case we
speak of (⊔ord,K)-equivalence, and of the OS-index of K, denote by
OS(K).

(iii) The substitution of τ -structures into a pointed τa-structure, where τa has
one distinguished constant symbol, and where the result is an unpointed
τ -structure. In this case we speak of (subst,K)-equivalence, and of the
Specker-index of K, denote by SP (K).

(iv) Similarly, substitution is defined also for ordered structures, where all
the elements of the substituted structure fall in their order between all
the elements smaller than a and all the elements bigger than a, and the
result is unpointed.

In the case of K being a set of words, the ordered sum corresponds to the
concatenation of words and the OS-index is finite iff K is regular. This is the
classical Myhill-Nerode characterization of regular languages. If we combine this
with the Büchi-Elgot-Trakhtenbrot characterization of regular languages, we get
that K has finite OS-index iff K is definable in MSOL.

In the case of K being a class of finite directed graphs, we say that K is a
Compton-Gessel class3, if K is closed under disjoint unions and components.

We shall prove in Section 13 that

Theorem 4.1. Let K be a class of τ -structures.

(i) DU(K) ≤ SP (K);
(ii) OS(K) ≤ OSP (K);
(iii) If K is a Compton-Gessel class, then DU(K) ≤ 2.

Furthermore, we shall see in Section 14:

Theorem 4.2. If K is CMSOL-definable then SP (K) is finite.

The theorems we discuss in this chapter all show that a sequence a(n) satisfies
some linear recurrence relation, provided a(n) has a combinatorial interpretation
with a finite ⊗-index for a suitable choice of ⊗.

To show that the ⊗-index is very small, say 2 or 3, a direct argument may
suffice. However, to establish that the ⊗-index is finite, without computing an
explict bound, it is often more convenient to use Theorem 4.2.

The exact relationship between finite indices and logical definability will be
discussed in Section 14.

3The usefulness of the property of being closed under disjoint unions and components in the

study of generating functions was pointed in [22, 23] and, independently, for modular recurrencies
in [43]. K. Compton also gives a characterization of the sentences of First Order Logic which define
Compton-Gessel classes. In Compton’s papers Compton-Gessel classes are called admissible. and

in [18] adequate.
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5. Logical interpretations of integer sequences

5.1. Logical interpretations of C-finite sequences. As our first example
of the use of logical interpretations we reinterpret a classical theorem about regular
languages. What we obtain is a characterization of C-finite sequences of integers
as differences of two counting functions of regular languages.

Let K be a class of ordered structures with a fixed finite number of unary
predicates. Such structures are conveniently identified with words over a fixed
alphabet, and a class of such structures is called a language and is denoted by
L = K.

Let us recall the following characterization of languages which have finite OS-
index, [51, 30].

Theorem 5.1. Let L be a language. The following are equivalent:

(i) L has finite OS-index.
(ii) L is a regular language.
(iii) L is MSOL-definable.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is the classical Myhill-Nerode Theorem,
whereas the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was proven by Büchi, Trakhtenbrot and
Elgot independently. �

Theorem 5.2 (N. Chomsky and M. Schützenberger, [20]). Let dL(n) be a
counting function of a regular language L. Then dL(n) is C-finite.

The converse is not true. However, we proved recently the following:

Theorem 5.3 ([52]). Let a(n) be a function a : N → Z which is C-finite. Then
there are two regular languages L1, L2 with counting functions d1(n), d2(n) such
that a(n) = d1(n)− d2(n).

The proof will be given in Section 5.1.

Remark 5.1. We could replace the difference of two sequences in the expression
a(n) = d1(n) − d2(n) by a(n) = d3(n) − cn where d3(n) also comes from a regular
language, and c ∈ N is suitably chosen.

Using the characterization of regular languages of Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.2
and Theorem 5.3 can be combined to characterize the C-finite sequences of integers.

Theorem 5.4. Let a(n) be a function a : N → Z. a(n) is C-finite iff there
are two MSOL-Specker sequences d1(n), d2(n), where the sequences d1(n), d2(n)
have MSOL-interpretations over a fixed finite vocabulary which contains <nat and
otherwise only unary relation symbols, such that a(n) = d1(n)− d2(n).

5.2. Logical interpretations of P-recursive (holonomic) sequences.
An infinite set of holonomic sequences can be obtained from counting restricted
lattice walks. A step in a lattice walk is a pair a = (x, y) ∈ Z2. For a set Y of steps,
a lattice walk is a word w ∈ Y⋆. Y is symmetric if for all (i, j) ∈ Y also (i,−j) ∈ Y.
For a lattice walk w = (x1, y1)(x2, y2) . . . (xm, ym) we define Xi(w) =

∑
j≤i xj and

Yi(w) =
∑

j≤i yj . A lattice walk over the quarter plane is a lattice walk w such

that for all i ≤ ℓ(w) we have that Xi(w), Yi(w) ≥ 0. A lattice walk over the quar-
ter plane stays below the diagonal, if additionally we have for all i ≤ ℓ(w) that
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Yi(w) ≤ Xi(w). An n-lattice path is a self-avoiding lattice walk starting at a point
(0, y0) and ending at a point (n, Ym). Usually one counts lattice walks by their
length m and lattice paths by prescribing their origin and their end points on an
(n× n)-grid. Note that an n-path may have length different from n.

The next two theorems show that there are different ways of counting lattice
walks and paths (or combinations thereof) which yield holonomic sequences. In
analogy to Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, we are looking for a way to represent all holonomic
sequences in a uniform way.

Let Y ⊂ Z× Z− {(0, 0)}.
Denote by AY,q(m) (AY,d(m)) the number of lattice walks of length m, i.e.,

words of length m, in the quarter plane with steps in Y (which stay below the
diagonal).

Denote by aY,q(n) (aY,d(n)) the number of n-lattice paths in the quarter plane
with steps in Y (which stay below the diagonal). For example, if Y = {1}×Z, then
aY,q(n) is infinite, but aY,d(n) = n!.

Theorem 5.5 (Bousquet-Mélou, [17]). Let Y ⊂ {−1, 0, 1} ×Z−{(0, 0)}. If Y
is finite and symmetric, then AY,q(m) is holonomic.

The symmetry assumption on Y is essential. In [61] it is shown that there are
asymmetric finite Y ⊆ {1,−1, 0}2 − {(0, 0)} such that AY,q(m) is not holonomic.

To get many examples, we make the set of allowed steps dependent on its
position. Let w ∈ Yn, a ∈ Σ and u ∈ Σn. We say that w follows u at a if the
following holds: If u[i] = a then w[i] ∈ Yn, else w[i] = (1, 0).

aY,d,L,a(n) counts the number of pairs (w, u) such that u ∈ L and ℓ(w) =
ℓ(u) = n, and w is an n-path below the diagonal which follows u at a. Similarly, for
a = (a1, . . . , ak) the function aY,d,L,a(n) counts the number of tuples (w1, . . . wk, u)
such that u ∈ L and for j ≤ k, we have that ℓ(wj) = ℓ(u) = n and wj is a path
below the diagonal which follows u at aj .

Definition 5.1. Let Y = {1} × {−1, 0, 1}. A sequence d(n) of integers is an
LP -sequence if there is a regular language L ⊂ Σ⋆ and elements a1, . . . , ak ∈ Σ
such that d(n) = aY,d,L,a(n).

Theorem 5.6 ([53]). Let d(n) be an LP -sequence of integers. Then d(n) is
holonomic, and even SP-recursive.

LP -sequences count combinations of lattice paths with a fixed set Y of steps,
and which all follow along words of length n of a suitable regular language L. A
further degree of freedom is given by the choice of letters a.

Conversely, every SP-recursive sequence can be obtained from sequences with
LP -interpretations:

Theorem 5.7 ([53]). A sequence d(n) of integers is SP-recursive iff there are
two LP -sequences d1(n), d2(n) such that d(n) = d1(n)− d2(n).

We consider Theorem 5.7 a “logical characterization” of SP-recursive sequences
in the same sense as Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 are a “logical characterization” of C-finite
sequences. The general case of characterizing P-recursive (holonomic) sequences
will be discussed in Section 12. In Subsection 12.4 we discuss a different approach
for characterizing holonomic sequences which uses position specific weights on words
from [54].
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5.3. Logical interpretations and modular recurrences. Modular recur-
rence relations for sequences with combinatorial interpretations are studied widely,
cf. [37, 43]. A logical approach to this topic was pioneered in [14, 15] and further
pursued in [74, 75]. In this section we only outline what we discuss in greater
detail in Part 4.

C. Blatter and E. Specker have shown:

Theorem 5.8 (C. Blatter and E. Specker, [14]). Let a(n) be a Specker sequence
which has a pure combinatorial interpretation K over a finite vocabulary which
contains only relation symbols of arity at most 2. If K has finite Specker index then
a(n) is MC-finite.

Using Theorem 4.2 we get:

Corollary 5.1. Let a(n) be a Specker sequence which has a pure combinatorial
interpretation K over a finite vocabulary which contains only relation symbols of
arity at most 2. If K is MSOL-definable then a(n) is MC-finite.

Remarks 5.1.

(i) Corollary 5.1 is not true for MSOL-interpretations with an order, i.e.
which are not pure, cf. [36].

(ii) E. Fischer, [35], showed that Corollary 5.1 is also not true if one allows
relation symbols of arity ≥ 4; see also [75].

(iii) In the light of Proposition 1.2(i) and Proposition 2.3(ii) there cannot be
a converse of Corollary 5.1; the set of MC-finite sequences of integers
cannot be characterized by a set of Specker sequences.

In 1984 I. Gessel proved the following related result:

Theorem 5.9 (I. Gessel, [43]). Let K be a class of (possibly) directed graphs
of bounded degree d which is a Compton-Gessel class, i.e., closed under disjoint
unions and components. Then dK(n) is MC-finite.

Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.9 does not use logic. However, let K be a class of
connected finite directed graphs, and let K be the closure of K under disjoint unions.
It is easy to see that K is MSOL-definable iff K is MSOL-definable. Therefore,
naturally arising Compton-Gessel classes are likely to be definable in SOL or even
MSOL.

The notion of degree can be extended to arbitrary relational structures A via
the Gaifman graph4 of A, cf. [30].

Definition 5.1.

(i) Given a structure A = 〈A,RA
1 , . . . , R

A
k 〉, u ∈ A is called a neighbor of

v ∈ A if there exists a relation RA
i and some a ∈ RA

i containing both u
and v.

(ii) We define the Compton-Gaifman graph Gaif(A) of a structure A as the
graph with the vertex set A and the neighbor relation defined above.

4The terminology “Gaifman graph” is by now standard in Finite Model Theory. H. Gaifman
used this definition in [39]. However, K. Compton used the same definition already in [22, 23].

The terminology “Compton-Gaifman graph” would be more appropriate.
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(iii) The degree of a vertex v ∈ A in A is the number of its neighbors. The
degree of A is defined as the maximum over the degrees of its vertices. It
is the degree of its Compton-Gaifman graph Gaif(A).

(iv) A structure A is connected if its Compton-Gaifman graph Gaif(A) is
connected.

Observation 5.2. Every relational structure A has a unique (up to isomor-
phism) decomposition into maximal connected substructures.

Inspired by Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.9, E. Fischer and J.A. Makowsky
showed:

Theorem 5.10 (E. Fischer and J.A. Makowsky, [36]). Let a(n) be a Specker
sequence which has a pure combinatorial-interpretation K over any finite relational
vocabulary (without restrictions on the arity of the relation symbols), but which is
of bounded degree.

(i) If K has finite DU -index then a(n) is MC-finite.
(ii) If additionally all structures in K are connected, then a(n) is trivially

MC-finite.

The proof will be given in Section 15.

Part 2. Guiding Examples

We now discuss various combinatorial functions with respect to their logical
interpretations and the nature of their recurrence relations.

6. The classical recurrence relations

6.1. C-finite with positive coefficients. The Fibonacci sequence f(n) is
defined by f(n+ 2) = f(n+ 1) + f(n) with f(1) = 1 and f(2) = 2. It is therefore
C-finite.

To illustrate Theorem 5.3, let LFib be given by the regular expression (a∨ ab)⋆

with counting function dFib(n). It is easy to see that dFib(n) = f(n). Similarly, if
g(n+ 2) = 2g(n+ 1) + 3g(n) and Lg is given by

(a1 ∨ a2 ∨ b
2
1 ∨ b

2
2 ∨ b

2
3)

⋆

with counting dg(n), then g(n) = dg(n).
It is not difficult to generalize this to any C-finite sequence with positive coef-

ficients. For the general case, see [7, 52].

6.2. Growth arguments. Let K be a class of graphs and dK(n) its counting
function. We denote by K the complement of K. If K is the class of all graphs,

then dK(n) is not holonomic, since 2(
n

2) grows faster than (n!)c. It follows that for
any graph property K either dK(n) or dK(n) is not holonomic, because the sum of
two holonomic sequences is again holonomic.

Let µK(n) = dK(n)

2(
n
2)

denote that fraction of graphs of size n which are in K.

From the above we immediately get:

Proposition 6.1. Let K be any graph property, i.e., a class of finite simple
graphs closed under isomorphisms.

(i) If limµK(n) = α exists and α 6= 0, then dK(n) is not holonomic.
(ii) If limµK(n) = α exists and α < 1 then dK(n) is not holonomic.
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7. Functions, permutations and partitions

7.1. Factorials. The factorial function n! is SP-recursive and hypergeometric
by (n + 1)! = (n + 1) · n!. This shows that it is also trivially MC-finite. n! is not
C-finite because it grows too fast.

n! has several combinatorial interpretations: It counts the number of functions
f : [n] → [n] which are bijective, which is pure and MSOL-definable, and it also
counts the number of functions f : [n] → [n] such that f(i) <nat i+1, which is not
pure, but also MSOL-definable.

7.2. The function nn. The function nn is not P-recursive, [41]. It is MC-
finite, which is an easy consequence of the Little Fermat Theorem, i.e., np−1 = 1
(mod p) provided p does not divide n. The function nn counts the number of
structures on universe [n] over the vocabulary τF = 〈F 〉, where F is an unary
function symbol. In other words, nn is the number of functions f : [n] → [n]. This
gives a pure MSOL-definable interpretation.

7.3. Derangement numbers. The derangement numbers D(n) are usually
defined by their pure combinatorial definition as the set of functions f : [n] → [n]
such that f is bijective and for all i ∈ [n] we have f(i) 6= i. This isMSOL-definable.
Their explicit definition is given by

D(n) = n!

n∑

i=0

(−1)i

i!
=

⌊
n!

e
+

1

2

⌋

They are SP-recursive by D(n) = (n − 1)(D(n − 1) + D(n − 2)) with D(0) = 1
and D(1) = 0, hence MC-finite, but not C-finite, by the growth argument from
Subsection 6.2. In [64, Example 8.6.1.] they are shown not to be hypergeometric.

7.4. Central binomial coefficient. The function
(
2n
n

)
, the central binomial

coefficient, is P-recursive and hypergeometric since

(n+ 1)2 ·

(
2(n+ 1)

n+ 1

)
= 2 ·

(
2(n+ 1)

2

)
·

(
2n

n

)

(
2n
n

)
has many combinatorial interpretations. It counts the number of ordered

partitions of [2n] into two equal sized sets. If the partitions are not ordered, the
counting function is 1

2

(
2n
n

)
.
(
2n
n

)
also counts the number of functions f : [n+ 1] →

[n + 1] such that f(i + 1) ≥ f(i) and f(n + 1) = n + 1. This is not pure, but it
is MSOL-definable. 1

2

(
2n
n

)
also counts the number of graphs with vertex set [2n]

which consists of the disjoint union of two equal sized cliques. We denote this class
of graphs by EQ2CLIQUE. Both of the above combinatorial interpretations are
pure, but not MSOL-definable in the language of graphs; [74].

Similarly, the class EQpCLIQUE denotes the class of graphs with vertex set
[pn] which consist of p disjoint cliques of equal size. We denote by bp(n) the number
of graphs with [n] as a set of vertices which are in EQpCLIQUE. Clearly,

bp(n) =

{
1
p!

(
pn
n

)
·
(
(p−1)n

n

)
· . . .

(
n
n

)
if p divides n

0 otherwise

Congruence relations of binomial coefficients and related functions have re-
ceived a lot of attention in the literature, starting with Lucas’s famous result for
b2(n), [57]. For bp(n) modulo p, a prime, we have:
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Lemma 7.1. For every k > 1, bp(pk) ≡ bp(k) (mod p).

The proof uses the method of combinatorial proof of Fermat’s congruence the-
orem by J. Petersen from 1872, given in [43, page 157].

Proposition 7.2. For every n which is not a power of the prime p, we have
bp(n) ≡ 0 (mod p), and for every n which is a power of p we have bp(n) ≡ 1
(mod p). In particular, bp(n) is not ultimately periodic modulo p.

Proof. By induction on n, where the basis is n = p (for which bp(n) = 1) and
every n which is not divisible by p (for which bp(n) = 0); the induction step follows
from Lemma 7.1. �

From the above one can see that b2(n) =
1
2

(
2n
n

)
, and more generally bp(n), are

P-recursive, but are not MC-finite. Therefore, for p a prime, bp(n) is is neither
SP-recursive nor C-finite.

Remark 7.1. Let a(n) be a sequence of integers. The zero-set5 Z(a(n)) of a(n)
is defined by

Z(a(n)) = {n : a(n) = 0}.

A subset S of the positive integers is said to be ultimately periodic if its characteris-
tic function χS(n) is ultimately periodic. The Skolem-Mahler-Lech Theorem shows
that the zero-set of a C-finite seuqence is ultimately periodic. For a simple proof,
see [47, 32]. L. Rubel [71] asked if it is the case that the zero-set of a P-recursive
sequence is ultimately periodic. We do not have an answer to this question, but
the example of a(n) = b2(n) shows that if reduce a P-recursive sequence modulo m,
then the zero-set of the resulting sequence need not be ultimately periodic.

7.5. Bell numbers. The Bell numbers Bn count the number of partitions
of an n-element set. They also count the number of equivalence relations on an
n-element set, which gives a pure MSOL-interpretation, and Theorem 5.8 ap-
plies, hence they are MC-finite. Theorem 5.8 only proves the existence of modular
recurrence relations, and no explicit modular recurrence relations appear in the
literature which cover all m ∈ N. For prime moduli p, however, they satisfy the
simple Touchard congruence Bp+n = Bn + Bn+1 (mod p), [42]. They satisfy the
recurrence relation

Bn+1 =

n∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
Bk,

but in [41] it is shown that they are not holonomic. For more properties of Bell
numbers, cf. [68], and for congruences, cf. [42].

7.6. Stirling numbers of the first kind. The Stirling numbers of the first
kind [nk] count arrangements of [n] into k non-empty cycles (where a single element
and a pair of elements are considered cycles). In other words, [nk] counts permuta-
tions with k cycles. For fixed k this is a pure MSOL-interpretation. They satisfy
the following recurrence relation

[nk] = (n− 1)
[
n−1
k

]
+
[
n−1
k−1

]
.

5The complement of the zero-set of a(n) is called the spectrum of a(n), written Spec(a(n))

in [8]. Since Z(a(n)) is ultimately periodic iff Spec(a(n)) is ultimately periodic, the study of
Z(a(n)) is closely linked to that of Spec(a(n)). The study of spectra of FOL-Specker sequences
was initiated by H. Scholz and is known as the Spectrum Problem of FOL. For a recent survey

see [29].
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Using the growth argument from Subsection 6.2 we can see that the Stirling numbers
of the first kind are not C-finite, because [n1] grows like the factorial (n− 1)!. Using
the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, one can deduce from the above equation that for
fixed k, the sequence [nk] is SP-recursive, and therefore also MC-finite.

7.7. Stirling numbers of the second kind. The Stirling numbers of the
second kind {nk} count the number of partitions of [n] into k non-empty parts. For
fixed k this is a pure MSOL-interpretation. {nk} is given explicitly by

{
n

k

}
=

1

k!

k∑

i=0

(−1)k−i

(
k

i

)
in .

They satisfy the following recurrence relation

{nk} = k
{
n−1
k

}
+
{
n−1
k−1

}
.

Writing this for all k′ ≤ k, we can extract from this recurrence, using the
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, that for fixed k the sequence {nk} is C-finite. We shall
show (Proposition 11.1) in Section 5.1 that {nk} is C-finite without using the above
recurrence relation. Instead we will exhibit a regular language the counting function
of which is given by the Stirling numbers of the second kind.

Note that the Bell numbers can be expressed in terms of the Stirling numbers
of the second kind:

Bn =
n∑

i=0

{ni} .

7.8. Catalan numbers. The Catalan numbers C(n) are defined by C(n) =
1

n+1 ·
(
2n
n

)
. They satisfy the recurrence relation

C(n+ 1) =
2(2n+ 1)

n+ 2
· C(n)(1)

In general, concerning the recurrence relations C(n) behaves like 1
2

(
2n
n

)
. In [77]

there is an abundance of combinatorial interpretations which are not pure. Many
of these are based on functions f : [n] → [n] which represent lattice paths subject
to various conditions. One of these is the set of weakly monotonic functions f :
[n] → [n] such that f(1) = 1, f(n) = n and f(i) ≤ i.

8. Trees and forests

8.1. Trees. Trees are (undirected) connected acyclic graphs. They are not
FOL-definable but areMSOL-definable, and have finite Specker index, hence finite
DU-index. Acyclicity is expressed by saying that there is no subset of size at least
three such that the induced graph on it is 2-regular and connected. Denote by
Tn the number of of labeled trees on n vertices. From the MSOL-definability it
follows that the sequence Tn is MC-finite.

Labeled trees were among the first objects to be counted explicitly, cf.[48,
Theorem 1.7.2].

Theorem 8.1 (A. Cayley 1889). Tn = nn−2.
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Here the modular linear recurrences can be given explicitly: For m = 2 we have

T1 = T2 = 1, T3 = 3, T4 = 16, T5 = 125, . . .

and Tn = n (mod 2) for n ≥ 3. The function nn−2 is not P-recursive, [41]. The
same holds for nn−1 which counts the number of rooted trees.

For the number of trees of outdegree bounded by k we get the following corollary
of Theorem 5.10:

Corollary 8.2. The number of labeled trees of outdegree at most k is, for
every m ∈ N, ultimately constant (mod m).

In [48, Chapter 3] there is a wealth of results on counting various labeled
trees and tree-like structures. It is worth noting that the notion of k-tree, and
more generally the property of a graph of having tree-width at most k are MSOL-
definable, cf. [26].

8.2. Forests. Forests are disjoint unions of trees, or equivalently, they are
acyclic graphs. Therefore they are MSOL-definable, and have finite Specker index.
In fact, they form a Compton-Gessel class.

It is well known, cf. [81], that the number of rooted forests on n vertices is
RFn = (n+ 1)n−1. Again this is not holonomic but MC-finite.

The number of forests Fn (of non-rooted trees) is more complicated. L. Takács,
[80] showed that

Fn =
n!

n+ 1

⌊n
2 ⌋∑

j=0

(−1)j
(2j + 1)(n+ 1)n−2j

2j · j! · (n− 2j)!
(2)

A simpler proof is given in [19].
From Theorem 5.8 we know that Fn is MC-finite, which is not obvious from

the formula, as it is not obvious that the sum has integer value. Whether Fn is
holonomic or not seems to be open.

9. Graph properties

In this section we list examples of graph properties K. By definition dK(n)
has a pure combinatorial interpretation. We discuss the definability of K and
the behaviour of dK(n) in terms of recurrence relations. Our main sources for
definability are [30, 26], and for the behaviour of dK(n), [48, 81].

9.1. Connected graphs. The class K = CONN is not FOL(R)-definable,
but it is MSOL(R)-definable using a universal quantifier over set variables. We
just say that every subset of vertices which is closed under the edge relation has to
be the set of all vertices. For a detailed discussion of the exact status of definability,
cf. [2].

Counting labeled connected graphs is treated in [48, Chapters 1 and 7] and in
[81, Chapter 3]. For CONN [48, page 7] gives the following recurrence:

dCONN(n) = 2(
n

2) −
1

n

n−1∑

k=1

k

(
n

k

)
2(

n−k

2 )dCONN(k).

It is well known, see [56, Page 236], that limn→∞ µCONN(n) = 1. To see that
dCONN(n) is not holonomic we use Proposition 6.1.
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9.2. Regular graphs. The class REGr of simple regular graphs where every
vertex has degree r is FOL-definable (for fixed r). The formula says that every
vertex has exactly r different neighbors. The formula grows with r. The class
REG of regular graphs without specifying the degree is not FOL-definable, and
actually not even CMSOL-definable. To see this we note that a complete bipartite
graph Km,n is regular iff m = n, but equi-cardinality of definable relations is not
CMSOL-definable. The class CREGr of connected r-regular graphs is MSOL-
definable (for fixed r).

Counting the number of labeled regular graphs is treated completely in [48,
Chapter 7], where an explicit formula is given, essentially due to J.H. Redfield [67]
and rediscovered by R.C. Read [65, 66]. However, the formula is very complicated.

For cubic graphs, the function is explicitly given in [48, page 175] as dR3
(2n+

1) = 0 and

dR3
(2n) =

(2n)!

6n

∑

j,k

(−1)j(6k − 2j)!6j

(3k − j)!(2k − j)!(n− k)!
48k

∑

i

(−1)ij!

(j − 2i)!i!

Both REG and REGr are Compton-Gessel classes, i.e., closed under taking
compononts and disjoint unions. Furthermore, REGr is of bounded degree. Ap-
plying Theorem 5.9, we see that dREGr

(n) is MC-finite with a simple two term
recurrence relation. Applying Theorem 5.10 we get that dCREGr

(n) is trivially
MC-finite.

I. Gessel [45] showed that for fixed r ∈ N the sequence dREGr
(n) is holonomic.

The problem of counting r-regular graphs with a specified set of forbidden subgraphs
is one whose holonomicity remains open. N.C. Wormald [82] showed that the
counting sequence for 3-regular graphs without triangles is holonomic.

Let hn be the number of claw-free cubic graphs on 2n labeled nodes. Recently,
E. Palmer, R. Read and R. Robinson, [63], have shown that “the enumeration
of labeled claw-free cubic graphs can be added to the handful of known counting
problems for regular graphs with restrictions which have been proved P-recursive”.
Actually, they showed that hn is SP-recursive, giving explicitly a linear homoge-
neous recurrence of order 12 in which the coefficients are polynomials of degree up
to 23 and all have integer coefficients. Therefore, hn is also MC-finite. However,
MC-finiteness for all the above examples follows also, without giving the recurrence
explicitly, since the classes of triangle-free, or claw-free cubic graphs are FOL-
definable.

9.3. Bipartite graphs. The class BIPART of bipartite graphs is MSOL-
definable, and so is the class of connected bipartite graphs. We say that there is
a partition of the vertex set into two independent sets (and add the statement for
connectedness). Let β(n) be the number of labeled bipartite graphs. Therefore β(n)
is MC-finite. Furthermore, the counting function for r-regular connected bipartite
graphs is trivially MC-finite. BIPART is also a Compton-Gessel class. Therefore,
the counting function for r-regular bipartite graphs is MC-finite with a simple two
term recurrence relation.

Note that the class BIPART is not FOL-definable, since a regular graph of
degree two is bipartite iff all its components are cycles of even size. But large
enough cycles of even or odd degree cannot be distinguished by an FOL-formula.
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In [48, Page 17] an explicit formula is given:

β(n) =
1

2

n−1∑

k=1

(
n

k

)
2k(n−k)

This also shows that β(n) is not holonomic, because it grows too fast.

9.4. Graphs of even degree and Eulerian graphs. Let C = EVENDEG
be the class of simple graphs where each vertex has even degree. EVENDEG is not
MSOL-definable but is CMSOL-definable. By Theorem 4.2 it has finite Specker
index, hence finite DU-index.

dEVENDEG(n) = 2(
n−1
2 ), cf. [48, page 11].

This is an example where the same function has two combinatorial interpreta-
tions: dEVENDEG(n+ 1) = dGRAPHS(n) where the former is not MSOL-definable,
but the latter is even FOL-definable.

Let C = EULER be the class of simple connected graphs in EVENDEG.
EULER is not MSOL-definable, but is CMSOL-definable. In [48, page 7] the
following recurrence for dEULER(n) is given:

dEULER(n) = 2(
n−1
2 ) −

1

n

n−1∑

k=1

k

(
n

k

)
2(

n−k−1
2 )dEULER(k).

The number of Eulerian graphs of degree at most r is also CMSOL-definable. To
find an explicit formula of its counting function seems very hard. However, our
Theorem 5.10 shows that the number of such graphs is trivially MC-finite.

9.5. Planar graphs and grid graphs. Planar graphs are MSOL-definable.
To see this one can use the Kuratowski-Wagner Theorem characterizing planar
graphs with forbidden (topological) minors, cf. [28].

A special class of planar graphs is GRIDS, the class of rectangular grids which
look like rectangular checker boards, with the north-south and east-west neigh-
borhood relation. Partial rectangular grids PGRIDS are subgraphs of rectangular
grids. It is easy to see that both GRIDS and PGRIDS have finite Specker index,
but GRIDS are MSOL-definable while PGRIDS are not CMSOL-definable, cf.
[24, 26, 73, 69].

9.6. Forbidden subgraphs and forbidden minors. To get many classes
of graphs which are MSOL-definable it is useful to note the following:

Proposition 9.1. Let H be a fixed finite set of finite graphs. Then the following
are MSOL-definable:

(i) The class of graphs which have no subgraph isomorphic to some H ∈ H.
(ii) The class of graphs without an induced subgraph isomorphic to some H ∈

H.
(iii) The class of graphs without a minor isomorphic to some H ∈ H.
(iv) The class of graphs without a topological minor isomorphic to some H ∈

H.

Proof. (i) and (ii) are easily expressed on FOL.
We sketch a proof of (iii) in the case where H consists of a single graph. Assume

H = (V (H), E(H)) with V (H) = {1, . . . , , n}. Now G has H as a minor if and only
if the following holds:
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there are disjoint connected subsets Ui ⊆ V (G), i = 1, . . . , n,
such that there is an edge e ∈ E(G)∩(Ui×Uj) if (i, j) ∈ E(H).

Clearly this can be expressed in MSOL.
To prove (iv), we note that H is a topological minor of G if and only if for each

edge e of E(H), there is a set Ue of vertices inducing a connected subgraph such
that

(i) if e1, e2, e3 are distinct edges of E(H), then Ue1 ∩ Ue2 ∩ Ue3 = ∅,
(ii) if e1, e2 are distinct edges of E(H), then Ue1 ∩Ue2 6= ∅ iff e1 and e2 have

a common vertex, and
(iii) if Ue1 ∩ Ue2 6= ∅ then it has exactly one element.

Again these conditions can be expressed in MSOL.
�

It follows that every minor closed class of graphs is MSOL-definable. To see
this, one uses the Graph Minor Theorem of P. Robertson and N. Seymour, which
states that every minor closed class of graphs can be represented as a class of graphs
with a finite set of forbidden minors, see [28].

The power of MSOL in graph theory has been studied extensively by B. Cour-
celle and J. Engelfriet [27].

9.7. Perfect graphs. A graph is perfect if for every induced subgraph (in-
cluding the graph itself) the chromatic number equals the clique number. On the
face of it, this does not seem MSOL- or CMSOL-definable. However, the follow-
ing was conjectured by Berge [16, Chapter V.5] and proved by M. Chudnovsky, N.
Robertson, P. Seymour, R. Thomas in [21].

Theorem 9.1 (Strong Perfect Graph Theorem). A graph G is perfect iff neither
G nor its complement graph contains an odd induced cycle of size at least 5.

This gives us an MSOL-definition of perfect graphs. Furthermore, the Specker
index for perfect graphs can be computed directly and is much smaller than one
would get using the MSOL-definition.

Proposition 9.2. If G and H are graphs, and a is a vertex of G, then the
graph obtained from the substitution of H at a into G, Subst(G, a,H), is perfect iff
both G and H are perfect.

Proof. One direction follows from the definition of substitution 13.3 given
precisely in Section 13, the other direction is by now classic, cf. [16, Chapter V.5,
Theorem 19]. �

Using Corollary 13.4 we get:

Corollary 9.3. The Specker index of perfect graphs is 2.

9.8. More CMSOL-definable classes. We can now combine previous prop-
erties and see that the following are CMSOL definable classes of graphs. We have
not found any explicit discussion of their counting functions in the literature, but
the Specker-Blatter Theorem (or one of our generalizations) applies to all of these
cases. The following list can be extended ad libitum.

• Planar Eulerian graphs and Eulerian graphs of bounded degree d.
• Graphs where every clique has odd cardinality.
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• Graphs where every minimal cycle has even cardinality.
• Planar regular graphs of odd (even) degree.
• Planar graphs with a finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs.

10. Latin squares

In the Specker-Blatter Theorem, 5.8, the pure combinatorial interpretations
are required to use relations of arity at most 2. The theorem is known to be false
for arity 4, as was shown by E. Fischer, [35], and its status is open for arity 3.

Latin rectangles are matrices of size (k × n) with entries from [n] such that in
each row and column each number appears at most once. Latin squares are of the
form (n× n). We denote by L(k, n) the number of Latin rectangles of size (k × n)
A Latin rectangle is reduced if the the first row is (1, 2, . . . , n) and the first column
is (1, 2, . . . , k). We denote by R(k, n) the number of reduced Latin rectangles of
size (k × n). It is well known, [59], that

L(k, n) =
n!(n− 1)!

(n− k)!
·R(k, n)(3)

The sequences L(n, n) and n · R(n, n) have pure MSOL-interpretations with
one ternary predicate. To see this we note that L(n, n) counts the number of
relations M ⊆ [n]3 such that

• for every i, j ∈ [n] there is exactly one k ∈ [n] with (i, j, k) ∈M , and
• for every i, k ∈ [n] there is exactly one j ∈ [n] with (i, j, k) ∈M , and
• for every k, j ∈ [n] there is exactly one i ∈ [n] with (i, j, k) ∈M .

Similarly, n · R(n, n) counts the number of relations M ⊆ [n]3 which additionally
satisfy

• there is i ∈ [n] such that for all j ∈ [n] we have (i, j, j) ∈ M , and
(j, i, j) ∈M .

For fixed k the sequences L(k, n) and n·R(k, n) have pureMSOL-interpretations
with k binary predicates Pi(j, k) and the corresponding properties.

From Equation (3) it follows that L(k, n) and L(n, n) are both trivially MC-
finite. This is also true for R(k, n) or R(n, n), by a theorem due to E.B. McKay
and I.M. Wanless [60], cf. also [78, Theorem 4.1.], as they proved:

Theorem 10.1. Let m = ⌊n/2⌋. For all n ∈ N , R(n, n) is divisible by m!.

D. S. Stones and I.M. Wanless, [79] also showed, cf. [78, Theorem 4.4.]:

Theorem 10.2. If k ≤ n then R(k, n+t) = ((−1)k−1(k−1)!)t ·R(k, n) (mod t)
for all t ≥ 1.

In some cases, this shows that R(k, n) is indivisible by some t for all n > k,
when k is fixed and t > k. Nevertheless, Theorem 5.8 shows that, for fixed k, the
sequence R(k, n) is MC-finite.

On the other hand, L(n, n) is not holonomic, as by [31] L(k, n) grows asymp-
totically like

L(k, n) ≈ (n!)k · exp

(
−k(k − 1)

2

)
.(4)

Using Equation (3), it follows that R(n, n) is also not holonomic. For fixed k, I.
Gessel has shown, [44], that R(k, n) and L(k, n) are holonomic, without giving the
recurrence explicitly. From Equation (4) one can also see that they are not C-finite.
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Part 3. C-Finite and Holonomic Sequences

11. C-Finite sequences

We now return to the characterization of C-finite sequences as stated in Section
5. In Subsection 11.1 we prove the missing direction of Theorem 5.3 as follows:

Theorem 11.1. Let a(n) be a C-finite sequence of integers. There exist a
regular language L and a constant c ∈ N such that a(n) = dL(n)− cn, where dL(n)
is the number of words of length n in L.

The proof is based on the proof presented in [52], but uses the framework
of the theory of regular languages instead of Monadic Second Order Logic. The
other direction of Theorem 5.3 follows directly from the Chomsky-Schützenberger
theorem, Theorem 5.2, and the closure of C-finite integer sequences under difference.

In Subsection 11.2 we show that the Stirling numbers of the second kind {nk}
are C-finite for fixed k.

11.1. Proof of Theorem 11.1. Let a(n) satisfy the following recurrence

a(n+ q) =

q−1∑

i=0

pia(n+ i)

for n ≥ q with pi ∈ Z. Unwrapping the recurrence we get an expression for a(n) as
a sum over all monomials of the form

pr1pr2 · · · prk · a(n− r1 − · · · − rk)

where r1, . . . , rk ∈ [q] and n − r1 − . . . − rk ∈ [q]. We would like to write a(n)

as the sum over words of a regular language. Let Σ1 = [q], Σ2 = {1̃, . . . , q̃} and
Σ = Σ1 ∪Σ2 ∪ {b}. Let Lrec(q) be the regular language over Σ given by the regular
expression

(1̃ + b2̃ + bb3̃ + . . .+ bq−1q̃) · (1 + b2 + bb3 + . . .+ bq−1q)⋆ .

The following function f is a one-to-one map between:

(i) tuples r = (r1, . . . , rk) satisfying n − r1 − . . . − rk ∈ [q] and ri ∈ [q] for
i = 1, . . . , k.

(ii) words w in Lrec(q).

f is given by

f(r) = btr−1t̃r · (b
r1−1r1 · · · b

rk−1rk) ,

where tr = n − r1 − · · · − rk. It is not difficult to see that f(r) belongs to Lrec(q)

by construction and that f is indeed a bijection between (i) and (ii). The sequence
a(n) can now be written explicitly as

a(n) =
∑

w∈Lrec(q)

p
|{j:w[j]=1}|
1 · · · p|{j:w[j]=pq}|

q ·(5)

a(1)|{j:w[j]=1̃}| · · · a(q)|{j:w[j]=q̃}|

Let Σ(1) = Σ − {1} ∪ {1(1), . . . , 1(|p1|)} be the alphabet obtained by replacing
the letter 1 by |p1| many new letters. Let h1 : Σ(1) → Σ⋆ be given by h1(1(i)) = 1
for all i and h1(j) = j otherwise. The function h1 is a homomorphism from Σ(1)
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to Σ⋆. By the closure of regular languages under inverse homomorphisms, cf. [51,
Page 61], the language h−1(Lrec(q)) is regular, where

h−1(Lrec(q)) = {x ∈ Σ⋆ : h(x) ∈ Lrec(q)} .

It holds that we can replace p1 in Equation (5) by 1 if we replace Lrec(q) by L(1):

a(n) =
∑

w∈L(1)

(sign(p1))
|{j:h(w[j])=1}| · (p2)

|{j:w[j]=2}| · · · p|{j:w[j]=pq}|
q ·

a(1)|{j:w[j]=1̃}| · · · a(q)|{j:w[j]=q̃}|

where sign(p1) = 1 if p1 > 0 and otherwise sign(p1) = −1. Continuing similarly
we may replace each p1, . . . , pq and a(1), . . . , a(q) with 1 or −1 and obtain a regular
language L′ over

Σ′ = {j(i) : j ∈ [q], i ∈ [|pj |]} ∪ {j̃(i) : j ∈ [q], i ∈ [|a(j)|]} ∪ {b} ,

a homomorphism Σ′ → Σ⋆, h(j(i)) = j, and two sets S1 ⊆ Σ1 and S2 ⊆ Σ2 for
which

a(n) =
∑

w∈L′

(−1)|{j:h
′(w[j])∈S1∪S2}|

For any set of letters D ⊆ Σ′, the languages Leven(D) and Lodd(D) over Σ′, which
consist of words with an even (respectively odd) number of occurrences of the letters
of D, are regular. Hence by the closure of regular languages under intersection and
union, a(n) can be written in the form a(n) = dLA

(n)− dLB
(n), where dLA

(n) and
dLB

(n) are the counting functions of regular languages LA and LB .
Finally, let Lc

B be the language obtained by replacing all the letters in the com-
plement of LB , Σ

′−LB , by new letters which do not appear in Σ′. Then dLB
(n) =

|Σ′|n − dLc
B
(n). Since the alphabets of LA and Lc

B are disjoint, dLc
B
∪LA

(n) =
dLc

B
(n) + dLA

(n). Therefore, dLc
B
∪LA

(n) − |Σ′|n = dLA
(n) − dLB

(n) = a(n). By
the closure of regular languages under complement and union, Lc

B ∪LA is a regular
language, implying the required result.

2

11.2. The Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind. The Stirling numbers
of the second kind were discussed in Subsection 7.7. Recall the Stirling numbers of
the second kind {nk} count partitions of [n] into k non-empty parts.

Proposition 11.1. Let k be fixed. There exists a regular lanuage Lk such that
{nk} = dLk

(n).

Proof. Let Σ = [k] and let Lk be the language which consists of all words
over Σ in which every letter of Σ occurs at least once, and furthermore, a letter
i ∈ [k] may only occur in a word w of Lk if i−1 occurs before it in w. The language
Lk is given by the regular expression

1 · 1⋆ · 2 · {1, 2}⋆ · 3 · {1, 2, 3}⋆ · · · k · [k]⋆ ,

where {1, 2, . . . , i}⋆ denotes the set of words with letters {1, 2, . . . , i}.
Let P be the set of all partitions of [n] with exactly k non-empty parts. Let

f : Lk → P be the function given by f(w) = pw, where pw is the following partition:

pw = {{i : w[i] = 1}, . . . , {i : w[i] = k}} .
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By the definition of Lk, pw is indeed a partition of [n] which consists of k non-empty
parts. Moreover, f is a bijection, implying {nk} = dLk

(n). �

12. Holonomic sequences

In this section we discuss an interpretation of SP-recursive and P-recursive
integer sequences. We give two logical interpretations and characterizations, one
with lattice paths, and one with positionally weighted words. The lattice path
approach is more suitable for SP-recursive sequences, whereas in the case of P-
recursive sequences which are not SP-recursive, weights are more appropriate. We
omit the proofs and emphasize the concepts. Missing proofs may be found in
[54, 53].

12.1. SP-recursive Sequences and Lattice Paths. Various P-recursive
sequences have interpretations as counting lattice paths. A prominent example is
given by the Catalan numbers C(n), cf. Section 7.8. The Catalan numbers C(n)
count the number of paths in an n× n grid from the lower left corner to the upper
right corner which have steps → and ↑ and which never go above the diagonal line,
see Figure 1. The central binomial coefficient, discussed in Section 7.4, counts paths

Figure 1. A legal path counted by C(n)

similar to those counted by C(n), with the exception that the paths are allowed to
go above the diagonal. Many other P-recursive sequences which can be interpreted
as counting lattice paths can be found in [77]. Among them we find the Motzkin
numbers and the Schröder numbers.

Possibly the simplest SP-recursive sequence is the factorial n!, satisfying the
recurrence (n+1)! = (n+1) ·n!. The factorial was discussed in Section 7.1. n! can
be interpreted as counting lattice paths in an (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) grid which:

(Req. a) start from the lower left corner and end at the upper right corner,
(Req. b) consist of steps from →, ↑, ↓,
(Req. c) do not cross the diagonal line, and
(Req. d) are self-avoiding.

For an example of a path satisfying these requirements see Figure 2. Notice that re-
moving the requirement that the lattice paths are self-avoiding will mean that there
are always infinitely many such paths. Furthermore, notice that this requirement
is not needed in the case of the Catalan numbers since the paths are monotonic.
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Figure 2. A legal path counted by n!

12.2. Combining Lattice Paths with Regular Languages. The lattice
paths of interest to us are lattice paths in an (n + 1) × (n + 1) grid which sat-
isfy requirements (Req. a), (Req. b), (Req. c) and (Req. d) and an additional
requirement (Req. e). We define these lattice paths now.

Definition 12.1. Let w be a word of length n over an alphabet Σ and let σ ∈ Σ.
A (w, σ)-path is a lattice path in an (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) grid which:

(Req. a) starts from the lower left corner and ends at the upper right corner,
(Req. b) consists of steps from →, ↑, ↓,
(Req. c) does not cross the diagonal line,
(Req. d) is self-avoiding, and
(Req. e) for any j ∈ [n], if the j-th letter of w is not σ, then any step starting at

(i, j) for any i ∈ [n] must be a right step →.

We think of the word w as labeling the columns of the grid. In columns labeled
with a letter which is not σ, the only step allowed is →. A legal (ccbcbbb, b)-path is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A legal (ccbcbbb, b)-path

Definition 12.2. Let L be a regular language over Σ and let σ = (σ1, . . . , σr)
be a tuple of Σ letters. We define the function mL,σ : N → N as follows: mL,σ(n)
is the number of tuples (w, p1, . . . , pr) where w ∈ L and each pi is a (w, σi)-path.

We say a sequence a(n) has an LP-interpretation if there exists a regular lan-
guage L and a tuple of letters σ such that a(n) = mL,σ(n).

Theorem 12.1 ([53]). Let a(n) be a sequence of integers.
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(i) a(n) is SP-recursive iff a(n) is the difference of two sequences d1(n) and
d2(n) which have LP-interpretations,

a(n) = d1(n)− d2(n) .

(ii) a(n) is P-recursive with leading polynomial pq(x) iff there exist d1(n) and
d2(n) which have LP-interpretations such that

a(n) =
d1(n)− d2(n)∏n

s=1 pq(s)
.

12.3. Permutations and Lattice Paths. We now discuss two examples of
interpreting SP-recursive sequences which arise from counting two types of per-
mutations as LP-interpretations. In both cases we already know that they are
SP-recursive. The point here is to exhibit explicitly how they can be seen as LP-
sequences.

12.3.1. Counting permutations with a fixed number of cycles. The Stirling num-
bers of the first kind [nk] were discussed in Section 7.6. They count the number of
permutations of [n] with exactly k cycles and are SP-recursive. They satisfy

[
n+1
k

]
= n · [nk] + [ n

k−1] .

[
n+1
k

]
can be interpreted naturally as counting (w, σ)-paths.

Let Lk be the set of words over alphabet {0, 1} in which 1 occurs exactly k− 1
times. This is a regular language, given by the regular expression (0⋆1)k−10⋆. We
will see that

(6) mLk,0(n) =
[
n+1
k

]
.

By definition, mLk,0(n) counts (w, σ)-paths, where w ∈ Lk. Let u ∈ Lk and let
Au = {j + 1 | u[j] = 1}. The number of (u, σ)-paths equals

(7)
∏

j:j+1/∈Au

j .

On the other hand, we want to count the permutations of [n + 1] such that
i ∈ [n + 1] is the minimal element in its cycle iff i ∈ Au ∪ {1}. Let i ∈ [n + 1].
Assume we have a permutation πi of [i] such that the set of elements which are
minimal in their cycle in πi is (Au ∪ {1}) ∩ [i]. We want to count the number of
ways of adding the element i+1 to πi and getting a permutation πi+1 of [i+1] for
which the set of elements which are minimal in their cycle is (Au ∪ {1}) ∩ [i+ 1].

If i+ 1 ∈ Au then i+ 1 must be the minimal element in its cycle. This means
that i+1 must form a new cycle of its own and so there is exactly one permutation
πi+1 which extends πi in this way. Otherwise, if i + 1 /∈ Au then i + 1 must not
be the minimal element in its cycle in πi+1. Hence, it must be added to one of
the existing cycles. There are i ways to do so, which correspond to choosing the
element j ∈ [i] which i+ 1 will follow in πi+1.

We get that the number of permutations of [n+1] for which the set of elements
which are minimal in their cycle is Au ∪ {1} is given in Equation (7) and is equal
to the number of (u, σ)-paths. Summing over words u ∈ Lk or equivalently, over
sets A = Au ∪ {1} of size k, we get Equation (6).
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12.3.2. Permutations without fixed points. The derangement numbers D(n)
were defined in Section 7.3. D(n) counts permutations of [n] with no fixed-point.
They satisfy the SP-recurrence

(8) D(n+ 1) = n ·D(n) + n ·D(n− 1)

with initial conditions D(0) = 1 and D(1) = 0. Let D′(n) be the sequence such
that D(n+1) = D′(n), i.e. D′(n) is the number of permutations of [n+1] without
fixed-points. Then

(9) D′(n) = n ·D′(n− 1) + n ·D′(n− 2)

with initial conditions D′(1) = D(0) = 1 and D′(2) = D(1) = 0.
It can be shown by induction that

(10) D′(n) =
∑

w∈{a,b,c,d}n∩Lder

∏

w[i]∈{a,b}

i

where the summation is over words of length n in Lder. The language Lder consists
of all words w such that w = d or

(i) w[i] = c iff w[i+ 1] = b, and
(ii) w[1] · w[2] · w[3] = dcb.

We can think of Equation (10) as the sum over all paths in the recurrence tree of
equation (9) from the root to a leaf D′(1) (notice a path in the recurrence tree that
ends in D′(2) = 0 has value 0). Such a path can be described by 1 = t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr =
n such that for each i, 1 < i ≤ r, the difference of subsequent elements ti − ti−1

is either 1 or 2. The elements ti in [n] for which a recurrence step of the form
i ·D′(i − 1) was chosen (i.e., those for which ti − ti−1 = 1) are assigned the letter
a, whereas b is assigned to those elements ti of [n] which correspond to a choice of
the form i ·D′(i− 2) (i.e., those ti for which ti − ti−1 = 2). We assign c to all the
elements i ∈ [n]−{t1, . . . , tr}, which are skipped by a recursive choice j ·D′(j− 2),
where j = i+ 1. The letter d is assigned to the leafs D′(1). Condition (i) requires
that i− 1 is skipped iff i ·D′(i− 2) is chosen for i. Condition (ii) requires that the
path in the recurrence tree does not end in D′(2) = 0, but rather skips from D′(3)
to D′(1). Notice this is a regular language, given by the regular expression

dcb ·
(
a⋆ (cb)

⋆)⋆
+ d

Equation (10) can be interpreted as counting the number of tuples (w, p0, p1) where
w ∈ Lder is of length |w| = n, p0 is a (w, a)-path and p1 is a (w, b)-path.

12.4. P-recursive sequences and positional weights. In this subsection
we present a logical interpretation for P-recursive sequences which uses positional
weights. The interpretation sheds light on P-recurrences as a generalization of
hypergeometric recurrences.

Recall a sequence of integers a(n) is hypergeometric if for all n > 1,

a(n) =
p0(n)

p1(n)
a(n− 1)(11)

where p1(x), p0(x) ∈ Z[x] are polynomials and p1(n) does not vanish for any n.
A prominent example of a hypergeometric sequence is the binomial coefficient

(
n
k

)

fixed k and n > k, given by the recurrence
(
n

k

)
=

n

n− k

(
n− 1

k

)
.
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In Sections 7.8 and 7.4 we saw that the Catalan numbers C(n) and the central
binomial coefficient satisfy hypergeometric recurrences.

Given a(n) which satisfies Equation (11), one can write a(n) explicitly as

a(n) = a(1) ·
n∏

j=2

p0(j)

p1(j)
.(12)

We may rewrite Equation (12) as follows:

a(n) =
∑

w∈Lba⋆∩{a,b}n

∏

j:w[j]=b

a(1)
∏

j:w[j]=a

p0(j)

p1(j)
,

where Lba⋆ is the language specified by the regular expression ba⋆, where w[j] is
the j-th letter of w, and where the products range over elements j ∈ [n] such that
w[j] = b or w[j] = a respectively. We will show that any P-recursive sequence can
be interpreted in a similar way. Let Σ be an alphabet. For s ∈ Σ, let αs : N → Z

be a function. We define the weight α(w) of a word w ∈ Σ⋆ by

α(w) =

|w|∏

j=1

αw[j](j)

where |w| is the length of w. For a language L ⊆ Σ⋆ we define its positionally
weighted density by

dL,α(n) =
∑

w∈L∩Σn

α(w)

where the summation is over all words of L of length n.

Definition 12.3. A sequence a(n) of integers has a PW-interpretation if there
exists a regular language L ⊆ Σ⋆, and for each s ∈ Σ a rational function αs ∈ Q(x)
such that a(n) = dL,α(n).

Theorem 12.2. Let a(n) be a sequence of integers. Then a(n) is P-recursive
iff a(n) has a PW-interpretation.

Theorem 12.2 can be modified to characterize SP-recursive sequences. In this
case one simply needs to restrict the rational functions α1, . . . , αk to be polynomials
over the integers.

12.5. Two explicit examples. We now give two examples. The Apéry num-
bers show how to get a PW-interpretation from its P-recurrence. The derangement
numbers illustrate how to use an explicit summation formula for a sequence to get
a P-recurrence.

12.5.1. A Non-trivial Example of a Holonomic Sequence. The Apéry numbers
appear in Apéry’s proof that ζ(3) is irrational and are known to be P-recursive, cf.
[3, 76]. They satisfy the P-recurrence

n3bn = (34n3 − 51n2 + 27n− 5)bn−1 − (n− 1)3bn−2 .

The purpose of this subsection is to show how the polynomials of the P-
recurrence of a(n) are used to compute the weights for the PW-interpretation of
a(n).
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Using a similar argument to the one used in Subsection 12.3.2 it holds that:

bn =
∑

w∈Lrec(2),|w|=n

 ∏

j:w[j]=1

(34j3 − 51j2 + 27j − 5)

j3
·

∏

j:w[j]=2

−(j − 1)3

j3

∏

j:w[j]=1̃

b(1)
∏

j:w[j]=2̃

b(2)


 ,

where the language Lrec(2) is from Subsection 11.1 with q = 2.
Let

α1(x) =
(34x3 − 51x2 + 27x− 5)

x3
, α2(x) =

−(x− 1)3

x3
,

α1̃(x) = b1, α2̃(x) = b2, and αb(x) = 1. bn has the following PW-interpretation:

bn =
∑

w∈Lrec(2),|w|=n




|w|∏

j=1

αw[j](j)


 = dLrec(2),α(n) .

12.5.2. Derangement numbers again. The derangement numbers are given ex-
plicitly by the formula

D(n) = n!
n∑

k=0

(−1)k

k!
.

Using this formula one can easily see that D(n) has a PW-interpretation,

D(n) =
∑

w∈L0⋆1⋆ ,|w|=n


 ∏

j:w[j]=0

−1
∏

j:w[j]=1

j


 ,

where L0⋆1⋆ is the language obtained from the regular expression 0⋆1⋆.

Part 4. Modular Recurrence Relations

13. DU-index and Specker index

In this section we give the detailed definitions of the finiteness conditions men-
tioned in Section 4. Specker’s proof in [74] of Theorem 5.8 is based on the analysis
of an equivalence relation ∼C induced by a class of structures C. However, we first
look at a simpler case of disjoint unions of structures.

13.1. DU-index of a class of structures. We denote by A⊔B the disjoint
union of two R-structures A and B.

Definition 13.1. Let C be a class of R-structures.

(i) We say that A1 is DU(C)-equivalent to A2 and write A1 ∼DU(C) A2, if

for every R-structure B, A1 ⊔B ∈ C if and only if A2 ⊔B ∈ C.
(ii) The DU -index of C is the number of DU(C)-equivalence classes.

Definition 13.2. A class of structures C is a Compton-Gessel class if for every
A and B, A ⊔B ∈ C iff both A ∈ C and B ∈ C.

I. Gessel in [43, Theorem 4.2] looks at Compton-Gessel classes of directed
graphs which in addition have a bounded degree. He proves the following congru-
ence theorem:
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Theorem 13.1 (I. Gessel 1984). If C is a Compton-Gessel class of directed
graphs of degree at most d, then

dC(m+ n) ≡ dC(m) · dC(n) (mod
m

ℓ
)

where ℓ is the least common multiple of all divisors of m not greater than d.
In particular, dC(n) satisfies for every m ∈ N the linear recurrence relation

dC(n) ≡ a(m)dC(n− d!m) (mod m) where a(m) = dC(d!m).

A less informative version of this theorem was stated in the introduction as
Theorem 5.9.

In its proof, the following simple observation was implicitly used:

Observation 13.2. If C is a Compton-Gessel class of R-structures then C has
DU -index at most 2.

Proof. We observe that all members of C are in one equivalence class, as well
as that all other R-structures are in one equivalence class (which is usually different
than that of the members of C). �

Remark 13.1. The converse is not true, because if C is a class of connected
graphs then C has DU -index 1, but is not Gessel.

This may seem unnatural, as we would expect to have at least two classes, the
connected graphs and the non-connected graphs. If we allowed the empty structure
to be a structure, this would indeed be the case. But in logic and model theory
empty structures are traditionally avoided, because ∀xφ(x) → ∃xφ(x) is considered
a tautology. This is in contrast to graph theory, where the empty graph is allowed.

Theorem 5.10 of the introduction can be viewed as a strong variation of Gessel’s
Theorem for arbitrary R-structures of bounded degree. Note that the formulation
of Gessel’s Theorem as Theorem 13.1 contains much more information on the re-
currence relation than Theorem 5.10.

13.2. Substitution of structures. A pointed R-structure is a pair (A, a),
with A an R-structure and a an element of the universe A of A. In (A, a), we speak
of the structure A and the context a.

The terminology is borrowed from the terminology used in dealing with tree
automata, cf. [70, 40].

Definition 13.3. Given two pointed structures (A, a) and (B, b) we form a
new pointed structure (C, c) = Subst((A, a), (B, b)) defined as follows:

(i) The universe of C is A ∪B − {a}.
(ii) The context c is given by b, i.e., c = b.
(iii) For R ∈ R of arity r, RC is defined by

RC = (RA ∩ (A− {a})r) ∪RB ∪ I

where for every relation in RA which contains a, I contains all possi-
bilities for replacing these occurrences of a with (identical or differing)
members of B.

(iv) We similarly define Subst((A, a),B) for a structure B that is not pointed,
in which case the resulting structure C is also not pointed.

Definition 13.4. Let C be a class of R-structures.
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(i) We define an equivalence relation between R-structures; we say that B1

and B2 are equivalent, denoted B1 ∼Su(C) B2, if for every pointed struc-
ture (A, a) we have that Subst((A, a),B1) ∈ C iff Subst((A, a),B2) ∈ C.

(ii) The Specker index of C is the number of equivalence classes of ∼Su(C).

The Specker index is related to the DU -index by the following.

Proposition 13.3. Let C be a class of R-structures and A1 and A2 be two
R-structures.

(i) If A1 ∼Su(C) A2, then A1 ∼DU(C) A2.
(ii) The Specker index of C is at least as big as the DU -index of C. In par-

ticular, if the Specker index of C is finite, then so is its DU -index.

We also have in analogy to Observation 13.2,

Observation 13.4. If C is a class of pointed R-structures such that both
(A, a), (B, b) ∈ C iff Subst((A, a), (B, b)) ∈ C then the Specker-index of C is 2.

Specker’s proof of Theorem 5.8 consists of a purely combinatorial part:

Lemma 13.5 (Specker’s Lemma). Let C be a class of R-structures of finite
Specker index with all the relation symbols in R of arity at most 2. Then dC(n)
satisfies a modular linear recurrence relation for each m ∈ N.

The proof will be given in section 16.

13.3. Classes of finite Specker or DU-index. Using Proposition 13.3 we
have seen that Compton-Gessel classes have finite DU -index, and that all classes
of connected graphs have finite DU -index. We shall now exhibit a class C that has
DU -index at most 2, but has an infinite Specker index. As stated in Section 7.4,
EQ2CLIQUE denotes the class of graphs which consist of two disjoint cliques of
equal size.

Proposition 13.6. The class EQ2CLIQUE has infinite Specker index.

Proof. We show that for all i, j ∈ N, 1 ≤ i < j, the pairs of cliques Ki and
Kj are inequivalent with respect to ∼Su(EQ2CLIQUE). To see this we look at the
pointed structure (Kj ⊔ K1, a) where the vertex of K1 is the distinguished point
a. Substituting Kj for a gives a disjoint union of two Kj ’s, whereas substituting
Ki, i 6= j for a gives a disjoint union of Kj ⊔ Ki. The former is in EQ2CLIQUE
whereas the latter is not, which proves our claim. �

Let the class EQ2CLIQUE be the class of all the complement graphs of members
of EQ2CLIQUE. We note that EQ2CLIQUE contains graphs of arbitrary large
degree which are connected.

Corollary 13.7. The class EQ2CLIQUE has finite DU -index, but infinite
Specker index.

Proof. As all graphs in EQ2CLIQUE are connected, EQ2CLIQUE has DU -
index at most 2, using Proposition 13.1. On the other hand, it is not hard to see
that similarly to EQ2CLIQUE this class has an infinite Specker index. �

It is an easy exercise to show that the class HAM of graphs which contain a
Hamiltonian cycle also has infinite Specker index. We have seen in Subsection 3.2
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that the classes HAM, EQ2CLIQUE and EQ2CLIQUE are not CMSOL-definable.
So far, our examples of the classes of infinite Specker index were not definable in
CMSOL. This is no accident. Specker noted that all MSOL-definable classes of
R-structures have a finite Specker index. We shall see that this can be improved.

Theorem 13.8. If C is a class of R-structures (with no restrictions on the
arity) which is CMSOL-definable, then C has a finite Specker index.

The proof is given in Section 14. It uses a form of the Feferman-Vaught Theorem
for CMSOL.

13.4. A continuum of classes of finite Specker index. As there are only
countably many regular languages over a fixed alphabet, the Myhill-Nerode theorem
implies that there are only countably many languages with finite OS-index. In
contrast to this, for general relational structures, there are plenty of classes of
graphs which have finite Specker index.

Definition 13.5. Let Cn denote the cycle of size n, i.e. a regular connected
graph of degree 2 with n-vertices. Let A ⊆ N be any set of natural numbers and
Cycle(A) = {Cn : n ∈ A}.

Proposition 13.9 (Specker). Cycle(A) has Specker index at most 5.

Proof. All binary structures with three or more vertices fall into two classes,
the class of graphs G for which Subst((A, a), G) ∈ Cycle(A) if and only if A has
a single element a (this equals the class Cycle(A)), and the class of graphs G
for which Subst((A, a), G) ∈ Cycle(A) never occurs (which contains all binary
structures which are not graphs, and all graphs with at least three elements which
are not in Cycle(A)). Binary structures with less than three vertices which are not
graphs also fall into the second class above, while the three possible graphs with
less then three vertices may form classes by themselves (depending on A). �

Corollary 13.10 (Specker). There is a continuum of classes (of graphs, of
R-structures) of finite Specker index which are not CMSOL-definable.

Proof. Clearly there is continuum of classes of the type Cycle(A), and hence
a continuum of classes that are not definable in CMSOL (or even in second order
logic, SOL). �

It is easy to compute dCycle(A):

dCycle(A)(n) =

{
0 if n 6∈ A

(n− 1)! otherwise .

Hence it is trivially MC-finite. This does not have to be necessarily the case. Here
is a way to modify the above example.

Theorem 13.11. Let C be a class of R structures with counting function dC(n).
For every A ⊆ N there is a class of structures C(A) (with all classes being different
for different choices of A) such that for all n ∈ N

dC(A)(n) = dC(n) + dCycle(A)(n)

Furthermore, if C is of finite Specker index, then so is C(A) for every A (but its
index is possibly bigger).
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Proof. The structures in C(A) have besides the relation symbols R a new
unary relation symbol U and a new binary relation symbol E. The interpretations
of UB and EB in a structure B ∈ C(A) on the universe [n] are given as follows:

(i) Either UB = ∅ and EB = ∅ and the underlying R-structure is in C, or
(ii) UB = [n] and 〈[n], EB〉 ∈ Cycle(A) and all SB = ∅ for all S ∈ R.

Clearly, we now have dC(A)(n) = dC(n) + dCycle(A)(n).

To see that the Specker index of C(A) is finite, we look at two (R ∪ {U,E})-
structures B1 and B2 and a pointed (R ∪ {U,E})-structures (A, a), and put Ci =
Subst((A, a),Bi) for i = 1, 2. Whether C1 and C2 are C(A)-equivalent can now be
decided by checking whether the interpretations of U , E or S ∈ R are empty or full,
and whether the corresponding reducts are C-equivalent or Cycle(A)-equivalent. �

Remark 13.2. This shows that, in contrast to the Myhill-Nerode Theorem, no
characterization of the classes of finite Specker index in terms of their definability
in CMSOL is possible.

13.5. An SOL but not CMSOL-definable class of finite Specker index.
Although a classification of all classes of finite Specker index seems unachievable on
account of there being a continuum of these, one could still hope to characterize all
SOL-definable classes of finite index. We show here that definability in CMSOL
is not such a characterization.

Definition 13.6. We look at the infinite graph whose vertex set is Z× Z and
for which every (i, j) and (i′, j′) are adjacent if and only if |i− i′|+ |j− j′| = 1. We
say that a graph G is a grid graph if it is a (finite) subgraph of the above infinite
graph.

In [69] the following was proven:

Theorem 13.12 ([69]). The class of all grid graphs, which is definable in SOL,
is not definable in CMSOL.

On the other hand, this is also a class with a finite Specker index.

Proposition 13.13. The class of all grid graphs has a finite Specker index;
therefore, there exist classes of finite Specker index which are definable in SOL but
not in CMSOL.

Proof. We observe that all graphs with five or more vertices fall into the
following two Specker equivalence classes:

(i) Graphs G for which Subst((S, s), G) is a grid graph if and only if S is a
grid graph and s is an isolated vertex of S.

(ii) Graphs G for which Subst((S, s), G) is never a grid graph.

All binary structures which are not graphs clearly fall into the second equivalence
class above. Thus the index is finite. �

14. The rôle of logic

Although Theorem 5.8 is stated for classes of structures definable in some logic,
logic is only used to verify the hypothesis of Specker’s Lemma, 13.5. In this section
we develop the machinery which serves this purpose. The crucial property needed
to prove Theorem 13.8 is a reduction property which says that both for the disjoint
union A⊔B and for the substitution Subst((A, a),B) the truth value of a sentence
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φ ∈ CMSOL(R) depends only on the truth values of the sentences of the same
quantifier rank in the structures A and B, respectively 〈A, a〉 and B. For the case of
MSOL this follows either from the Feferman-Vaught Theorem for disjoint unions
together with some reduction techniques, or using Ehrenfeucht-Fräıssé games. The
latter is used in [74]. We shall use the former, as it is easier to adapt for CMSOL.
For the Feferman-Vaught Theorem the reader is referred to [34], or the monographs
[62, 50], or the survey [58].

14.1. Quantifier rank. We define the quantifier rank qr(φ) of a formula φ of
CMSOL(R) inductively as usual: For quantifier free formulas φ we have qr(φ) = 0.
For boolean operations we take the maximum of the quantifier ranks. Finally,
qr(∃Uφ) = qr(∃xφ) = qr(Cp,qxφ) = qr(φ) + 1. We denote by CMSOLq(R, x, U)

the set of CMSOL(R)-formulas with free variables x and U which are of quantifier
rank at most q. When there are no free variables we write CMSOLq(R).

We write A ∼q
CMSOL

B for two R-structures A and B if they satisfy the same

CMSOLq(R)-sentences.
The following is folklore, cf. [30].

Proposition 14.1. There are, up to logical equivalence, only finitely many
formulas in CMSOLq(R, x, U). In particular, the equivalence relation ∼q

CMSOL
is

of finite index.

14.2. A Feferman-Vaught Theorem for CMSOL. We are now interested
in how the truth of a sentence in CMSOL in the disjoint union of two structures
A⊔B depends on the truth of other properties expressible in CMSOL which hold
in A and B separately.

The following was first proven by E. Beth in 1952 and then generalized by
Feferman and Vaught in 1959 for FOL. For MSOL it is due to Läuchli and
Leonhard, 1966 and for CMSOL it is due to B. Courcelle, 1990. The respective
references are [11, 33, 34, 55, 24].

Theorem 14.2 (Feferman-Vaught-Courcelle).

(i) For every formula φ ∈ CMSOLq(τ) one can compute in polynomial time
a sequence of formulas

〈ψA
1 , . . . , ψ

A
m, ψ

B
1 , . . . , ψ

B
m〉 ∈ CMSOLq(τ)2m

and a boolean function Bφ : {0, 1}2m → {0, 1} such that

A ⊔B |= φ

if and only if

Bφ(b
A
1 , . . . b

A
m, b

B
1 , . . . b

B
m) = 1

where bAj = 1 iff A |= ψA
j and bBj = 1 iff B |= ψB

j .

A detailed proof is found in [24, Lemma 4.5, page 46ff].

14.3. Quantifier-free transductions and CMSOL. Let R = R1, . . . , Rs

where Ri is of arity ρ(i). An R-translation scheme Φ is a sequence of quantifier-
free formulas Φ = 〈θ0(x), θi(x1, . . . , xρ(i)) : i ≤ s〉 with free variables as indicated.

With Φ we associate a map Φ∗ which maps an R-structure A to an R-structure
where the universe is the subset of the universe of A defined by θ0, and where the
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interpretations of Ri are replaced by the relations defined by θi. Φ∗ is called a
quantifier free R-transduction.

For the general framework of translation schemes and transductions, cf. [25,
56, 30]. Note that θ0 has only one free variable. In the literature this corresponds
to scalar transductions.

Lemma 14.3. Let Φ∗ be a quantifier free (scalar) R-transduction. Assume
A1,A2 are R-structures and A1 ∼q

CMSOL
A2. Then Φ∗(A1) ∼

q
CMSOL

Φ∗(A2).

All we need here is that substitution of pointed structures in pointed structures
can be obtained from the disjoint union of the two pointed structures by a scalar
transduction. Note that the disjoint union of two pointed structures is, strictly
speaking, “doubly pointed”, and the two distinguished points play different rôles.

Lemma 14.4. Subst((A, a), (B, b)) can be obtained from the doubly pointed dis-
joint union of (A, a) and (B, b) by a quantifier free transduction.

Sketch of proof: The universe of the structure is C = (A ⊔ B) − {a}. For
each relation symbol R ∈ R we put

RC = RA|A−{a} ∪R
B ∪ {(a′, b) : (a′, a) ∈ RA, b ∈ B}

This is clearly expressible as a quantifier free transduction from the disjoint union.
�

Proposition 14.5. Assume A1,A2,B1,B2 are R-structures and with contexts
a1, a2, b1, b2, respectively, and

(A1, a1) ∼
q
CMSOL

(A2, a2) and (B1, b1) ∼
q
CMSOL

(B2, b2).

Then Subst((A1, a1), (B1, b1)) ∼
q
CMSOL

Subst((A2, a2), (B2, b2)).

Proof. Use Theorem 14.2, Lemma 14.3 and Lemma 14.4. �

14.4. Finite index theorem for CMSOL. Now we can state and prove the
Finite Index Theorem:

Theorem 14.6. Let C be defined by a CMSOL(R)-sentence φ of quantifier
rank q. Then C has finite Specker index, and also finite DU -index, which are both
bounded by the number of inequivalent CMSOLq(R)-sentences. This number is
finite by Proposition 14.1.

Proof. We have to show that the equivalence relation A ∼q
CMSOL

B is a
refinement of A ∼Su(C) B. But this follows from Proposition 14.5. For the DU -
index this follows from Proposition 13.3. �

Problem 2. Are there any logics L on finite structures extending CMSOL
such that the analog of Theorem 14.6 remains true?

15. Structures of bounded degree

Definition 15.1. For an MSOL class C, denote by6 f
(d)
C (n) the number of

structures over [n] that are in C and whose degree is at most d.

In this section we prove Theorem 5.10 in the following form:

6We change here the notation and use f (d) rather than d(d) to avoid confusion of the counting

function with the degree.
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Theorem 15.1. If C is a class of R-structures which has a finite DU -index,

then the function f
(d)
C (n) is ultimately periodic modulo m, for every m ∈ N, and

therefore is MC-finite.

Furthermore, if all structures of C are connected, then f
(d)
C (n) is ultimately zero

modulo m, and therefore is trivially MC-finite.

Lemma 15.2. If A ∼DU(C) B, then for every C we have

C ⊔ A ∼DU(C) C ⊔B.

Proof. Easy, using the associativity of the disjoint union. �

To prove Theorem 15.1 we define orbits for permutation groups rather than for
single permutations.

Definition 15.2. Given a permutation group G that acts on A (and in the
natural manner acts on models over the universe A), the orbit in G of a model A
with the universe A is the set OrbG(A) = {σ(A) : σ ∈ G}.

For A′ ⊂ A we denote by SA′ the group of all permutations for which σ(u) = u
for every u 6∈ A′. The following lemma is useful for showing linear congruences
modulo m.

Lemma 15.3. Given A, if a vertex v ∈ A − A′ has exactly d neighbors in A′,

then |OrbSA′
(A)| is divisible by

(
|A′|
d

)
.

Proof. Let N be the set of all neighbors of v which are in A′, and let G ⊂ SA′

be the subgroup {σ1σ2 : σ1 ∈ SN ∧σ2 ∈ SA′−N}; in other words, G is the subgroup
of the permutations in SA′ that in addition send all members of N to members of

N . It is not hard to see that |OrbSA′
(A)| =

(
|A′|
|N |

)
|OrbG(A)|. �

The following simple observation is used to enable us to require in advance that
all structures in C have a degree bounded by d.

Observation 15.4. We denote by Cd the class of all members of C that in
addition have bounded degree d. If C has a finite DU -index then so does Cd. 2

Instead of C we look at Cd, which by Observation 15.4 also has a finiteDU -index.
We now note that there is only one equivalence class containing structures whose

maximum degree is larger than d, namely the class N
(d)
C = {A : ∀B(B⊔A) 6|= Cd)}.

In order to show that f
(d)
C (n) is ultimately periodic modulo m, we exhibit a linear

recurrence relation modulo m on the vector function (dE(n))E where E ranges over
all other equivalence classes with respect to Cd.

Let C = md!. We note that for every t ∈ N and 0 < d′ ≤ d, m divides
(
tC
d′

)
.

This with Lemma 15.3 allows us to prove the following.

Lemma 15.5. Let D 6= Nφ be an equivalence class for φ, that includes the
requirement of the maximum degree not being larger than d. Then

dD(n) ≡
∑

E

aD,E,m,(n mod C)dE(C⌊
n− 1

C
⌋) (mod m),

for some fixed appropriate aD,E,m,(n mod C).
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Proof. Let t = ⌊n−1
C ⌋. We look at the set of structures in D with the universe

[n], and look at their orbits with respect to S[tC]. If a model A has a vertex
v ∈ [n]− [tC] with neighbors in [tC], let us denote the number of its neighbors by
d′. Clearly 0 < d′ ≤ d, and by Lemma 15.3 the size of OrbS[tC]

(A) is divisible by(
tC
d′

)
, and therefore it is divisible by m. Therefore, dD(n) is equivalent modulo m

to the number of structures in D with the universe [n] that in addition have no
vertices in [n]− [tC] with neighbors in [tC].

We now note that any such structure can be uniquely written as B ⊔ C where
B is any structure with the universe [n − tC], and C is any structure over the
universe [tC]. We also note using Lemma 15.2 that the question as to whether A is
in D depends only on the equivalence class of C and on B (whose universe size is
bounded by the constant C). By summing over all possible B we get the required

linear recurrence relation (cases where C ∈ N
(d)
C do not enter this sum because that

would necessarily imply A ∈ N
(d)
C 6= D). �

Proof of Theorem 15.1: We use Lemma 15.5: Since there is only a finite
number of possible values modulo m for the finite dimensional vector (dE(n))E , the
linear recurrence relation in Lemma 15.5 implies ultimate periodicity for n’s which
are multiples of C. From this the ultimate periodicity for other values of n follows,
since the value of (dE(n))E for an n which is not a multiple of C is linearly related
modulo m to the value at the nearest multiple of C.

Finally, if all structures are connected we use Lemma 15.3. Given A, connected-
ness implies that there exists a vertex v ∈ A′ that has neighbors in A−A′. Denoting

the number of such neighbors by dv, we note that |OrbS′

A
(A)| is divisible by

(
|A′|
dv

)
,

and since 1 ≤ dv ≤ d (using |A′| = tC) it is also divisible by m. This makes the
total number of models divisible by m (remember that the set of all models with

A = [n] is a disjoint union of such orbits), so f
(d)
C (n) ultimately vanishes modulo

m. �

16. Structures of unbounded degree

In this section we prove Specker’s Lemma 13.5 for structures of unbounded
degree. In fact this is a somewhat modified version of Specker’s simplified proof for
the case where m = p is a prime, as in [75].

In order to prove that counting functions of classes of finite Specker index (over
unary and binary relation symbols) are ultimately periodic modulo any integerm, it
is enough to prove this for any m = pk where p is a prime number; any other m will
then follow by using the Chinese Reminder Theorem. In the following subsections
we prove ultimate periodicity for m = pk. First we define a permutation group
Gp,k which ensures that all structures have large orbits under it, apart from those
structures which are “invariant enough” to be represented in terms of a sequence
of substitutions in a smaller structure. Then, using this group we show a linear
recurrence relation in a vector function that is related to our class C, from which
Specker’s Lemma follows.

16.1. A permutation group ensuring large orbits. To deal with the ex-
ceptional case p = 2 we let p̃ = 4 if p = 2, and p̃ = p otherwise. As our structures
have only binary and unary relations, we use the language of graphs, and speak of
vertices and edges.
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In the following we construct a permutation group Gp,k.
It acts on the set {1, . . . , p̃k} and satisfies the following properties:

(i) The size of Gp,k is a power of p and hence the size of an orbit of any
structure over {1, . . . , n}, where n ≥ p̃k, is also a power of p.

(ii) If the orbit of a binary structure A with universe {1, . . . , n} has size less
than pk, then A is the result of substituting the p̃k−1 many substructures
induced on the sets {1 + p̃i, . . . , p̃(i + 1)} (a substructure for every 0 ≤
i < p̃k−1) into a smaller structure. Equivalently, for any set v ∈ {1 +
p̃i, . . . , p̃(i + 1)}, the relations between v and the vertices outside {1 +
p̃i, . . . , p̃(i+ 1)} are invariant with regards to permuting this subset.

To achieve this we define Gp,k is as follows:

(i) We relabel the vertices {1, . . . , p̃k} of A with vectors of (Zp̃)
k, by relabel-

ing i with (x1, . . . , xk), where xj ≡ ⌊(i−1)/p̃j−1⌋ (mod p̃) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
(ii) We use x = (x1, . . . , xk) and define σi by

σ(x) =

{
(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi + 1, xi+1, . . . , xk) if xi+1 = · · · = xk = 0

x otherwise

with the addition being modulo p̃.
(iii) Gp,k is the group generated by σ1, . . . , σk.

Observation 16.1. The following are easy to verify:

(i) Gp,k−1 is a subgroup of Gp,k in the appropriate sense.
(ii) The order of Gp,k (and hence of any orbit it induces on structures) is a

power of p (remember that p̃ is a power of p).

Some additional terminology is needed:

(i) The set of all vertices labeled by (x1, . . . , xk) where xi+1 = · · · = xk = 0
is called the i-origin.

(ii) The set of all vertices labeled by (x1, . . . , xk) where xk = r for some fixed
r is called the r-shifted (k − 1)-origin;

(iii) Similarly, shifts of other origins: the (r1, . . . , rl)-shifted (k − l)-origin
is just the set of vertices labeled by (x1, . . . , xk) where xi + l = ri for
1 ≤ i ≤ l.

(iv) The (0-shifted) 1-origin is simply called the origin; this is the set which
corresponds to {1, . . . , p̃} before the relabeling above.

Note that the k-origin (for which there exist no shifts) is the whole set which Gp,k

permutes.

Lemma 16.2. For a structure A with the universe {1, . . . , n}, if any of its
unary relations is not constant over the origin, then the size of its orbit under Gp,k

is divisible by pk.

Proof. The proof is by induction on k, with the case k = 1 being trivial (note
that p̃ is either p or p2). Assume now that the lemma is known for k − 1. We
note that either A or σ1(A) has a (k − 1)-origin that is different from the 1-shifted
(k − 1)-origin of A (because of the assumption that there exists a unary relation
that is non-constant over the origin). This means that either σk(A) or σk(σ1(A))
is not a member of OrbGp,k−1

(A), and so the size of OrbGp,k
(A) is larger than that

of OrbGp,k−1
(A), while both sizes are powers of p, so the lemma follows. �
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Lemma 16.3. For a structure A with the universe {1, . . . , n}, if for any of
its binary relations there exists a vertex v not in the origin whose relations with
the vertices in the origin are not constant, then the size of its orbit under Gp,k is
divisible by pk.

Proof. Again by induction, where in the case of Gp,1 we can just treat the
(appropriate direction) of the relation between v and the origin as a unary relation
over the origin for the purpose of bounding the orbit size. The induction step splits
into three cases.

The first case is where v is outside the k-origin. In this case we just treat the
relation from v to the vertices on which Gp,k acts as a unary relation for the purpose
of bounding the orbit size (remember that since the order of Gp,k is a power of p,
it is sufficient to show that the orbit size is at least pk), and use Lemma 16.2.

The second case is where v is inside the (k−1)-origin. In this case, similarly to
the proof of Lemma 16.2, we note that either A or σ1(A) has a (k − 1)-origin that
is different from the 1-shifted (k− 1)-origin of A, and so either σk(A) or σk(σ1(A))
is different from all members of OrbGp,k−1

(A).
The third case is where v is in the k-origin but not in the (k− 1)-origin. Then

it is in the j-shifted (k−1)-origin for some 0 < j < p̃. In this case either A or σ1(A)
is such that the relations between the (k− 1)-origin and the j-shifted (k− 1)-origin
are different from the relations in A between the 1-shifted (k − 1)-origin and the
j + 1-shifted (modulo p̃) (k − 1)-origin. Thus either σk(A) or σk(σ1(A)) is not a
member of OrbGp,k−1

(A), showing that OrbGp,k
(A) is larger than OrbGp,k−1

(A). �

The above lemma is the essence of what we need from this section, but the
condition above for not being in a large orbit is problematic in that it is not itself
closed under the action of Gp,k. However, the following corollary gives a condition
that is closed under Gp,k.

Corollary 16.4. If a binary structure over {1, . . . , n} has an orbit under
Gp,k whose size is not a multiple of pk, then it is the result of a substitution of
the substructures induced by its shifted (and unshifted) 1-origins in an appropriate
(smaller) structure.

Proof. For every shifted 1-origin apply Lemma 16.3 to σ(A) for an appro-
priate σ ∈ Gp,k; since the result of all these applications is an invariance of the
relations (apart from those internal to a shifted 1-origin) under any permutation
inside the shifted 1-origins, this means that the structure is the result of the appro-
priate substitutions (the order of substitutions is not important because they are
all substitutions of different vertices of the original smaller structure). �

The above is the corollary that we will use to show a modular linear recurrence
concerning structures with a finite Specker index.

16.2. Bounded Specker index implies periodicity. We now follow the
method of [75], only instead of the permutations used there, we use the group Gp,k

to prove periodicity modulo pk.
Let C1, . . . , Cs be the enumeration of all classes residing from C. Given a se-

quence of integers a = (a1, . . . , al), we define Ca as the class of all structures A (over
our fixed language with unary and binary relations) with the universe {1, . . . , n},
such that n ≥ l, and if one substitutes the vertex i with Cai

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ l, then
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one gets a structure in C (it is not hard to see that the order in which these substi-
tutions are performed is not important). Note in particular that for the sequence
ε of size 0 we get Cε = C.

Claim 16.5. If a is a permutation of a′, then dCa
(n) = dC

a
′
(n).

Proof. Simple; a one to one correspondence between members of Ca and the
members of Ca′ is induced by an appropriate permutation of the vertices. �

By virtue of this claim, from now on we focus our attention on sequences a that
are monotone nondecreasing. The ultimate periodicity results from the following
two lemmas. Note that p̃ and Gp,k are defined as per the preceding section.

Lemma 16.6. If l is the length of a and n ≥ l + p̃k, then dCa
(n) is congruent

modulo pk to a linear sum (whose coefficients depend only on a, p, k and C) of
functions of the type dC

a
′
(n − p̃k + p̃k−1) where a′ ranges over the sequences that

are composed from a by inserting p̃k−1 additional values (and in particular are of
length l + p̃k−1).

Proof. We look at the orbits of structures in Ca over {1, . . . , n}, where the
permutation group G is equal to Gp,k, except that it acts on the vertices l+1, . . . , l+
p̃k (instead of 1, . . . , p̃k). Because of Corollary 16.4, to get the number dCa

(n)
modulo pk we now need only concern ourselves with structures that result from
substituting the substructures, induced by l + 1 + p̃i, . . . , l + p̃(i + 1) for every
0 ≤ i < p̃k−1, into an appropriate smaller structure.

The number of possibilities for these substitution schemes is finite (depending
only on p, k and C), and the count of the smaller structures in which the substitu-
tions take place corresponds to the required linear combination of functions of the
type dC

a
′
(n− p̃k + p̃k−1). �

Lemma 16.7. If a contains at least p̃k copies of the same value, then dCa
(n)

is congruent modulo pk to a linear sum (whose coefficients depend only on a, p, k
and C) of functions of the type dC

a
′
(n− p̃k + p̃k−1) where a′ ranges over sequences

that result from a by removing p̃k copies of the recurring value and inserting p̃k−1

new values (some of which may be identical to the removed ones); in particular the
length of any possible a′ in this sum is l − p̃k + p̃k−1.

Proof. Somewhat similar to the proof of Lemma 16.6. Let i be such that
ai, . . . , ai+p̃k−1 are identical. We look at orbits of structures in Ca over {1, . . . , n},

where the permutation group G is equal to Gp,k, only that it acts on {i, . . . , i+ p̃k−
1}. Up to congruences modulo pk we only need to look at structures that result
from substituting the p̃k−1 substructures corresponding to the shifted 1-origins of
G into the appropriate structures of order n− p̃k + p̃k−1. �

With the above two lemmas one can complete the proof of periodicity: The set
A of sequences a which do not satisfy the requirements for Lemma 16.7 is clearly
finite, and it includes ε. We now define a vector function f from N to (Zpk)|A| by

f(n) ≡ 〈dCa
(n)|a ∈ A〉 (mod pk). Using now Lemma 16.6 and Lemma 16.7 we can

obtain a linear recurrence relation between f(n) and f(n−1), . . . , f(n−C), where C
is bounded by 2p̃k plus the size of the longest member of A, both of which depend
only on p, k, and the Specker index of C. Since f(n) has a finite number of possible
values for any fixed n, ultimate periodicity follows.
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